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INTRODUCTION
Each year on October 31 > millions of good protestants derive much
satisfaction from their celebration which implies that Protestantism
began on October 31 > 1517 with the posting by Luther of his Ninety-
five Theses on the bulletin board of the Castle Church in Wittenberg,
So comments Albert Ifyma on the epoch-making event of Martin Luther's
heroic act in his major step toward the Reformation. No doubt, the
Reformation and the, reformer have been the center of admiration to millions
of people around the world since that day. The leadership and influence
of Luther have been acclaimed and applauded by leaders in the protestant
movement at large. In the field of pastoral ministry, his leadership has
been of great interest; the secrets of the reformer's success are being
explored with great earnestness by many Christian ministers today.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A tendency has risen in certain theological circles for ministers
to rebel against the traditional concept of pastoral care, at the expense
of truth. The old, biblically-oriented methods employed by the great
leaders of the church, are being criticized today as too sharp, author
itarian and destructive. While these criticisms have some positive factors
in than, one cannot get away from the fact that Luther and other great
leaders did prove to be successful in influencing masses of people. It
Albert Ifyma, New Light on Martin Luther (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1958), p. ll7o
2is also true that their methods do, to a great extent coincide with the
fundamentals of pastoral care as interpreted in the light of present-day
psychological knowledge of human relationship.
A great characteristic of truth is that it remains essentially the
same through time. Truth is the great working force of success in all
spheres of hviman activity. Truths may be rediscovered by different
generations by the process of rational inquiry; and these facts of human
relationships may be described later in different terms. Thus today we
use terms such as person-centei^dness, acceptance, the capacity for love,
etc. While these discoveries are indeed significant contributions to
pastoral leadership, we should not forget that these factors were already
used as working forces hy outstanding pastors in all successful parish
ioner contacts down through the centuries. They may not have used the same
tenns to name the methods; but the fact remains, that principles were
essentially the same; or else how do we account for the success in human
relationship ascribed to church-leaders who lived before this psychologi
cally-oriented age?
The purpose of this thesis is to show how one can discover in Luther
the marks of an effective pastoral ministry in the light of more recent
understanding of the care of souls. In the learned circles of the church
today, the pastoral ministry has been described in terms of shepherding,
sustaining, guiding and loving. Psychology as the science of human
relationships, gives a greater emphasis to the ministries of listening,
accepting and healing. The shepherd-heart has been noted as the great
3essential for a ministry to such a sick society as that of the twentieth
century. Louis Sweet rightly comments,
But no minister whatever his age and condition, need be an outsider in
the sense of the proverb if he has the shepherd heart; the tender
sympathy and understanding of his Master. We have known ministers who
have passed through a long life almost unscathed, with few troubles
of their own, yet who lived so deeply into the lives of others that
their ministry of comfort was instant and healing. ^
Pastoral care has received a renewed interest in more recent days
in the area of person-centered ministry. The following are some of the
basic points of emphasis.
1. The minister is to take into account, in dealing with the
maladjusted parishioner, factors such as personal limitations, reserved
readiness in accepting any and all, the possible causes of physical and
emotional illness in the problem situation.
2. The minister is to be aware of his total ministry to the
total personality of the parishioner, willing to offer the needea service
himself as far as it lies within his capacity, but ready to co-operate
with, or turn over the task to clinical agencies who minister to related
- 3
problems of the person.
3. The minister is to be the trusted friend of his people, and
enters into a dynamic relationship with each of them.
k. Instead of forcing acceptance of truth on the parishioner, he
is satisfied "to unblock and keep clear the channels of understanding
Louis Sweet, The Pastoral Ministry In Our Times (New York: Fleming
Revell Company), p. 6l.
-a
-^Anton Boisen, Problems in Religion and Life (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury /,n.d_J'), pp. 1^1, 1^2.
within individuals," in order for the person to discover truth for himself
with personal initiative.
IMPORTANCE OF LUTHER AS A PASTOR
It is sometimes forgotten that Luther was a pastor, and that as
such he was an efficient shepherd of souls. The Reformation came about
in part as an outgrowth of Luther's pastoral care for his own parishioners,
when they were faced with the vital problem of saving themselves by the
purchase of indulgences.'^ In a sense, this concern of the German "pastor"
at Wittenberg developed into a nation-wide, then country-wide, and, in
due course of time, a world-wide outreach of pastoral ministry in the
fonn of the Protestant Reformation.
The significance of Luther's leadership in the church was
exemplified in a series of heroic acts beginning with the nailing of the
Ninety-five Theses to the church door in Wittenberg. Of special mention
is the Diet of Vfcnns, where the Reformer displayed remarkable traits of
leadership. In spite of the Roman threats, "nine-tenths of the Germans
were hostile" to the pope, pledging total or partial support to the
Reformer.^ As Luther rode to the diet, the crowd had thrown stones at
the papal legate. On the 17th of April, 1521, Luther confronted the
Ibid. , p. 142.
�^Theodore Tappert, Martin Luther (Decorah Iowa-: Luther College
Press, 1959), p. 13.
^I^yma, o^. cit . , p. 101.
5great audience that represented statesmen and ecclesiasticals such as
electors, princes, bishops, archbishops and the emperor, Charles V himself.
The following concluding words that Luther voiced on that historic day
in the diet have since claimed universal attention:
Since then, your majesty and lordships demand a simple response, I
will give it. Unless convinced by proofs from Scripture or by clear
reasons�for I believe neither pope nor councils alone, since it is
certain they have often erred and contradicted themselves�I cannot
and will not revoke anything.?
Luther's leadership was further efficiently demonstrated at the
g
birth of Protestantism in the year 1521. That was the year when the
German reformer left his Wartburg exile and made the secret trip to
Wittenberg; soon he engaged himself in a succession of activities that
were to motivate, liberate and purify the entire German Church. His
works were published by the hundreds.
The young theologian between 1512 and I5I8 produced so much literature,
that according to Meissinger it would take an average writer today
about six years merely to copy it. 9
Bodenstein Carlstadt, the dean of the theological faculty at the
Wittenberg College, joined Luther in the great protestant march. Carlstadt
was an extreme rigorist, and his pastoral zeal at times passed the limits
of Luther's approval. He denounced organ music in the church, allowed
people to destroy images and paintings in Roman cathedrals, burned up the
10
sacramental oil, and ruined the relics. Eventually Melanchthon and
Ibid.
I
'ibid. , p. 117.
Ibid., p. 120. ^""ibid.
Zwingli further added to the growth of the inoveinent. Thus the influence
of Luther's ministry was supplemented.
The modern concept of pastoral care is dominated by the Reformer's
emphasis on the individual's worth. Reverence for the personality of the
individual and freedom from Authoritarianism are the great fundamentals
of the pastoral ministry. Luther saw these principles of ministerial
success centuries ago, and applied them effectively. No doubt, he had
limitations; but his theory of pastoral leadership was far in advance
of his age. While he was not strictly a social reformer, his wholistic
approach to religious problems gave him a concern for persons in totality.
Hence his ministry was comprehensive in its outreach. Nuelson's remarks
are appropriate:
But personally he lost no opportunity to assist poor mechanics and
peasants. He did his best to obtain work for them and went to con
siderable trouble on their account. Among his letters we find quite
a number addressed to princes and noblemen, in which he solicits aid
and a chance for work for worthy persons. He had no far-reaching
plans, but he had a heart full of love and sympathy, and had practical
help for those with whom he came in contact.
GENERAL METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The general method of procedure of this thesis has been an investi
gation of several of the original sources of information in the areas of
Luther's life, letters, and works. A number of secondary sources in the
pastoral and related fields have also been consulted. While most of the
John Nuelsen, Luther the Leader (Cincinnati: Jennings and Graham,
1906), pp, 237, 238'.
7chapters have received about equal attention each, a special emphasis
has been given to the chapter with the ministry of counseling, since
this is an area of great importance to the clergy of the present-day
church.
This research does not attempt to discuss the pastoral concept
of Luther in all its depths. The general pastoral fields of administration,
horailetical excellence, visitation techniques and the like have been left
\mtouched.
It neither intends to make a systematic, historical sketch of
Luther's life as the leader, nor to summarize the Lutheran doctrine of
pastoral theology. The discussion has been concerned with a concentration
on the theory of pastoral care and the ministry to the soul as understood
in the light of Martin Luther's application of the same to his church-
situation.
Let it be noted also that this paper does not seek to glorify
Luther. The writer is aware, throughout the presentation, of the
imperfections in the Reformer's life. It is true that while he stood
against authoritarianism of the clergy, he himself at times was not free
from its evil. He had to lose many capable friends of the Reformation
on account of authoritarian elements in his leadership. For instance,
his writings to Erasmus and Zwingli, his rebukes of the peasants, the
sharpness that resounded in his denunciation of the pope and King Henry
VIII of England, his critical separation from Melanchton, etc., were in
part due to these limitations. Moreover, he did not carry into practice
the principle of religious tolerance which he had demanded of the state
8church. The Lutheran Church even today, in Scandinavian countries
exercise censoring of religious privileges of other protestant groups
12
through penalties administered by civil magistrates.
However, the present effort is to look chiefly into the positive
forces of Luther's pastoral ministry, with little attention paid to the
exceptions and imperfections.
Ibid. , p. 23k,
CHAPTER II
LUTHER AND THE PASTORAL SOUL-CURE
Pastoral ministry is essentially a leadership in the care and core
of souls. Hence it is important to see at the outset Luther's idea of
so\il-cure, in order to �understand his concept of pastoralia,
LUTHER'S PERSONAL SOUL-CRISIS
Before discussing at length Luther's conception of soul-cure, let
us note how his own personal experience contributed to his doctrine of
pastoral care. The Reformer rightly affirmed to have undergone a great
soul-crisis, which in his later pastoral ministry qualified him for a
ministry for the care of souls. This initial crisis to him was a con
flict of questions involving sin and grace. Being alarmed by the thought
of the 'justice of God' and the rigidity of law, in his study of St. Paul
in Romans, his very soul was crushed under the weight of this thought.
This was the basic factor that became in the words of McDonough "the
central crisis of his soul's search for salvation.""'" He was seriously
troubled, and detested a just God who punished sinners who were incapable
of living up to His righteous law. His early lectures on Psalms reflect
his great spiritual struggle in the light of advanced theological thinking.
Thomas McDonough, The Law and the Gospel in Luther (London:
Oxford University Press, I963), p. 15.
2
Barend Kniper, Martin Luther: The Formative Years (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1933), p. 217.
10
He felt the battle with sin was hard and depressing.
Crisis and psychic distress. Luther's encounter with scholasticism
throws much light on the nature of the great spiritual crisis he underwent.
As he came in contact with rational thinking, his mind was pre-occupied
with the dominant question: "Whom does God accept, believing sinners or
sanctified saints?" His inability to arrive at a proper answer was
essentially the center of the crisis. The answer of scholasticism was in
favor of the view that the saintliness in man made him acceptable to God.
This was a legalistic conclusion. Luther later became aggressive especi
ally against the Nominalistic Scholasticism, where legalism was more
predominant. The Nominalistic view in its approach to salvation may be
summarized as follows in the words of Gerrish.
The Nominalists on the other hand regarded 'meritum de congruo' as
attainable before, and apart from, the gift of grace. For, in spite
of his sin, man's will was free and he could, of his own natural
powers ('ex puris naturalileus ' ) , perform works worthy of some merit.
Indeed, according to some, it was possible without the aid of grace
to love God and one's neighbor above all things, so fulfilling the
law and the commandments.^
Luther also traced sources of his inner conflict to his contact
with the legalistic doctrine of Thomas Aquinas in whom he found the depths
of scholastic theology. While Aquinas laid a good deal of emphasis on
grace over against merit, he presented the picture of an "earned
Brian Gerrish, Grace and Reason (Oxford: Clarendom Press, I962),
p. Ilk.
k
Ibid. , pp. 121, 122.
11
salvation"; he affirmed that meritorious work played a great part here
5
as the means to an end, by which alone salvation was completed.
The soul-crisis that Luther underwent is in common with the psychic
distress that religious men face at different stages of life. It was this
vital experience that eventually helped Luther to discover a new "Renais-
sance approach," in which man overcomes his psychic distress by a self-
realizing approach to God by means of God-given inner dynamics, i.e.,
faith.'^
The inner conflicts of Luther constituted the basis on which he
made the discovery of guilt-free conscience and salvation. Freud ex
plained this conflict in terms of the struggle between the id and the
super-ego, which results in unpleasant melancholy and depression.
Erikson puts it in the following words:
We are then strangely constricted and paralyzed, victims of an
inner voice whispering sharply that we are far from that perfection
which alone will do when the closely impending, but vague and unpre
dictable doom arrives; in spite of that immediacy we are as yet
sinners.... Any temporary relief from this melancholy state (into
which Luther at the height of his worldly success sank more deeply
than ever before) is only to be had at the price of making a painful
deal with the voice, a deal which offers the hope that maybe soon we
will find the 'platform for a new start.... ^
Luther was for some time attracted to Erasmus and the humanistic
approach to the problem, but soon came to discover that even such theories
^Ibid., p. 125.
Erik H. Erikson, Young Man Luther (New York: Norton, 1958), p. 20?.
"^Ibid.
^Ibid.
12
9
only served to add to his conflicts. Thus he ran into sharp disagreement
with Erasmus. Both humanism and scholasticism in his mind, contributed
to frustration because of their extreme emphasis on legalistic righteous
ness. He even looked deeply into the teachings of Aristotle to find
relief, but in dissatisfaction resisted this medieval philosophy for the
same reasons.
"^^
In none of these systems of thought could he find a true
clinician for his soul-sickness .
Way out of the crisis . Coming into contact with the August inian
concept of grace and forgiveness, and reconsidering the elements of soul-
triumph in the Pa\iline structure of Biblical theology, Luther began to
gain insights. He came to the discovery of faith, confession, confronta
tion, self-acceptance and soul-cure.
So it was, in the following days of intense feelings and mental
conflicts, that Luther came upon the all-important text "He who through
faith is righteous shall live.""'""'" Here the great answer dawned on the
Reformer; here he discovered the justice of God which justified men by a
gift called faith. Subsequently, the terror -bringing term of justice
turned, in Luther's, mind, to a sweet- sounding one which represented a
justifying, forgiving, loving justice. The effect of the discovery was
so great that it took the course of "the eventual repudiation of the
^Heinrich Boehmer, Luther in the Light of Recent Research (New
York: Christian Herald, 1916), p. U7.
�^�Ibid., p. k9.
�^�^^Romans 1:17 (RSV) .
13
traditional organization of the Church." The following account in
Luther's own words effectively substantiates the thought:
Finally through the mercy of God, meditating day and night, I
paid attention to the connection of the words: 'the justice of God
is revealed in this, as it is written: the just shall live by faith,'
here I began to comprehend that justice of God, by which the just live
by the gift of God; to wit, by faith, and that the sense was that the
justice of God was revealed by the Gospel, that is passive justice
whereby the merciful God justifies us through faith.... Then I felt
wholly reborn and entered into the door of paradise. ^3
SOUL-CURE IN FAITH AND ACCEPTANCE
Luther's discovery of faith as the chief answer to soul-sickness
was indeed meaningful. To him it meant acceptance; a personal factor in
religion which embraces one's whole personality including emotions, which
prior to conversion are under the restraints of self-condemnation and
fear of judgment.
Acceptance in faith. Philip Harriman defines the term "acceptance"
as:
allowing the client to have opportunity for complete expression of
negative feelings without reproach on the part of the counselor. It
is the antithesis of the moralistic approach in counseling, wherein
the clients' expressions of hostilities, misdeeds, or aggressions
are either condemned or condoned. Ik
Boehmer, 0�. cit . , p. 15 .
�^^Ibid. , p. Ik.
ik
Philip L. Harriman, The New Dictionary of Psychology (New York:
The Philosophical Library, I9WT, p.
14
While Harriman' s definition reflects contrast to the "mor.alistlc
approach," it is not necessarily characteristic of the piare, MORAL approach
in which authoritarianism is eliminated. This distinction was the great
discovery which Luther made in his reformation event, while it is true
that he did not make use of the same psychological term to convey the
thought. Luther claimed, however, that when a person comes to experience
justification by faith, he confronts his own feelings as they are; and
instead of negatively repressing them, or escaping them by fleeing to
"penance," he accepts them in honesty. He confesses his guilt -feelings
to a loving, forgiving Father; the pent-up emotions find a healthful
release. Having liberated the enslaved emotions and sinful tendencies by
a healthy confrontation, the person receives a regenerating experience.
Luther went further, even as the Bible does, to assert that this personal
acceptance was the result of a greater supernatixral act in which God
creatively justifies and accepts the man. Thus divine acceptance promotes
faith and self-acceptance.
Luther made a distinction between faith and knowledge. Faith to
him was more a fact of relationship, than logical reasoning. It is trust
fulness and simplicity. "It is not by working, but by believing, that
we glorify God, and confess Him to be true," says the reformer in his
15
work. In the area of faith, reasoning does nothing more than lend
support to the relationship that already exists. On the basis of that
Albert Hyma, New Light on Martin Luther , p. 90.
15
faith which presupposes the relationship with God, we continue to believe
only insofar as there is a reasonable evidence to substantiate what we
believe. Allport coimnents:
Whenever belief receives a great deal of such reinforcement so that
it conforms with sense perception, with reason, and with the beliefs
of others, we are likely to call it knowledge. At the other extreme,
when belief is deprived of all these supports, we call it delusion.
In between these limits, whose belief rests on probabilities, as the
majority of beliefs do, we speak of faith. l6
This approximates Luther's position.
The willingness on the part of modern psychologists to understand
the true meaning of religious faith in terms of self-acceptance and self-
realization, has, to some extent brought our civilization closer to
17
religion; and as Sherrill says, "we are in a time of tiirning to God."
How ridiculous to presume that religion originated totally out of the
18
impulse of fear. While Catholicism and authoritarian medieval theology
reduced religion to moralistic fear of the wrath of God, the Reformation
brought to light the positive forces of the same such as spontaneity,
honesty, freedom and self-acceptance. This is the svjr total of faith.
Faith and the cure of souls . Luther as a pastor ministered to the
thousands in great spiritual crises by this great curative of faith. He
"'"^Gordon Allport, The Individual and His Religion (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1951) , p. 2.
17
Lewis Sherrill, The Struggle of the Soul (New York: The Mac-
fflillan Company, 1951), p. 2.
18
James Leuba, The Psychological Origin and Nature of Religion
(London: Archibald, 1909) , p. 81.
16
found that the crisis consisted of the guilt that stood between themselves
and Godr-a guilt which constantly makes one feel rejected and unaccepted
by God; or it would be a fear of the God of the pirrgatory.
Hence the Reformer had to struggle against the traditional theology
that colored the truth, and left the parishioners soul-sick. Against the
Roman interpretation, Luther declared total liberation from sin through
faith. The Catholics had held that justification covers only the original
sin. Bruner says:
For Catholics on the other hand, justification begins when God
declares men free only from the guilt and penalties of the sin they
have inherited from Adam. Hence he does not condemn them to hell.
But he continues to hold them guilty and punishable for their own
sins, which is why he punishes them in this life and in purgatory. 19
The Catholic view favored the idea that justification is not a
definite act at a point in life, but a "life-long process through which
20
He infuses into them supernat\iral life." As such, the positive element
of acceptance is absent, since perfect acceptance on God's part is not
assured in the legal sense until one is passed out into the life beyond.
His pastoral application. Luther's capacity for acceptance of
people was remarkable. As a pastor he kept dealing with men who were in
the conflicts of doubt and perplexity; he accepted them and assured them
of divine acceptance no matter how grave their sins were. The following
remarks are a few typical, ones which reflect this sentiment.
"'"^Peter Brunner, Luther in the Twentieth Century (Decorah,; Iowa:
Luther College Press,^.d_^/ ), p.. 75.
20
Walter Clyde, Interpreting Protestantism to Catholics (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1959)5 p. 75.
17
In dealing with the doubting George Spenlein he states, 'Beware of
aspiring to such purity that you will not wish to be looked upon as a.
sinner, or to be one. For Christ dwells only in sinners.' On this
account he descended from heaven, where he dwelt among the righteous,
to dwell among sinners. Meditate on this love of his and you will
see his sweet consolation .'21
When Barbara Lisskirschen was troubled by sinful thoughts, Luther
wrote the following words to assure her that God accepts her:
Thirdly, if these thoughts nevertheless continue (for the devil is
reluctant to give up), you too must refuse to give up. You must always
turn your mind away from them and say 'Don't you hear, devil? I will
have nothing to do with such thoughts.... If you are so clever in
these matters, go up to heaven and dispute with God Himself; he can
give you an adequate answer'.... If you believe, then you are called.
And if you are called, then you are most certainly predestinated.
Don't let this mirror and throne of grace be torn away from before
your eyes. 22
To Valentine Hausmann who kept worrying about his unbelief, the
great pastor wrote:
Saint Paul declares in Romans, chapters ik and 15, that those who
are weak in the faith are not cast off. God is not the kind of
father who casts off sick and erring children; if he were, -he would
have no children. 23
Luther's concept in his theology of faith, is reflected again in
his words of counsel to Gregory Rosseken, "Do not despair, therefore, but
do this: pray with all your heart that the Lord Jesus Christ may grant
you to see that divine logic...
Martin Luther, Luther: Letters of Spiritual Counsel, (Ed. by
Theodore Tappert ; 'Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1955), p. 110.
?p
Ibid. , p. 116.
23
Ibid. , pp. 120, 121.
2h
Ibid. , p. 123.
18
The faith discovery had a dynamic effect on Luther's pastoral min
istry. In the succeeding years he undertook to make a profo\md analysis
of this "biblical concept for the benefit of his own parishioners as well
as others. His lectures on Romans expounding the Pauline theology axe
especially of great insight. He literally "contended for the faith"
which he rediscovered. His preface to Paul's Epistle to the Romans was
charged with the dynamics of faith. He relates there his personal experi
ence for the good of others in similar predicaments.
Certainly with huge mirrmurings I was angry with God, saying, 'As
though it really were not enough that miserable sinners should be
eternally damned with original sin and have all kinds of calamities
laid upon them by the law of the Ten Commandments, God must go and
add sorrow upon sorrow and even through the Gospel itself bring his
justice and wrath to bear I' I raged in this way with a wildly aroused
and disturbed conscience, and yet I knocked importunately at Paul in
this passage, thirsting more ardently to know what Paul meant. ^5
This personality-depressing thought subsequently revolutionized
the great leader's thinking and he was guided into the discovery of faith.
It was indeed a great experience which widened his personal usefulness
into a helping relationship to thousands in later years.
The Preface to Romans was read in a Moravian prayer meeting many
years later, and it became instrumental in the conversion of John Wesley.
Wesley records the experience in the following words:
Under date of May ik, 1738, I went very reluctantly to a Society
in Aldersgate street, where one was reading Luther's preface to the
Epistle of Paul to the Romans. About a quarter before nine o'clock.
Martin Luther, (ir.' by W. Pauck), Lectures on Romans (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1961), p. 37.
19
while he was describing the change which God works in the heart by
faith in Christ, I felt my heart strangely warmed, ... and an assurance
was given me that he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me
from the law of sin and death. 26
Hence the pastoral teachings of Luther on conversion resounds
sentiments such as replacement of fear by confidence, depression by
exultation, escape of reality by confrontation, acceptance and faith. His
catechism frequently repeats ideas similar to that in the following state
ment, reflecting the confidence of triumphant faith.
Thereby is meant that we heartily feel our sin and unworthiness
before God, but also that we confidently accept for ourselves the
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The idea of faith dominated all aspects of Luther's thinking. He
claimed that the very system of civilization could only stand on faith;
and that where true faith failed, civilization crumbled down. He held
that faith and God's Word produce love; this love is spontaneous, and
assumes responsibility in the maintaining of civilization, thus protecting
society from deterioration.
�SOUL-CURE BY CONFESSION OVER AGAINST REPRESSION
Confession was another significant element of soul-care in Luther's
pastoral concept . Modern theory of pastoral care seems to appreciate the
doctrine of confession in a special way, in the light of psychological
26
Peter Anstadt, Luther , Zinzendorf , Wesley (York, Pennsylvania:
P. Anstadt ,_/5a.d_^7) J PP' 29, 30.
27Martin Luther, Luther ' s Small Catechism Explained (St. Louis:
Concordia, I900), p. 26.
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understanding of its deep implications.
The sense of guilt . Luther taught that it is essential to confess
one's sin to deal with the sense of guilt which is basic in all sinners.
The following are his words regarding this. "To God we are to confess all
sins, even those that we do not recognize, as we do in the Lord's prayer.'
He looked upon confession as so comprehensive that a two-fold
explanation is given in his famous catechism.
Confession consists of two parts: first to confess our sins, and
secondly, to receive the absolution or forgiveness bestowed by the
confessor, as from God Himself, and not to doubt thereof, but firmly
to believe that our sins are thereby forgiven in the sight of God in
heaven . 29
The personal experience of Luther can never be isolated from his
theological discoveries. The acute spiritual conflict that he underwent
had to a great extent shaped his teaching on confession. He found out
that a bruised, guilt -ridden conscience can only find healing by a personal
act of confession in the environment of faith. He could not think of
faith aside from penitence. In his early days in the monastery he resorted
to vigils, fasts, and self-mortification in the hope that his guilty con
science could find relief. But the result, according to his own words,
was futile. "The more I tried to remedy an vmcertain, weak and afflicted
conscience with the traditions of men, the more each day found it more
Martin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1896,), p. 15.
^^Ibid.
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uncertain, weaker, more troubled."
An anxious guilty mind kept the yoimg monk in distress until the
discovery of faith, when release came by the confession of faith. Bainton
in his worthy work. Here I Stand, pictiires Luther's early experiences in
31
the cloister in terms of his "terror of the Holy. " The monk who had
been spending his days in prayer, meditation, and disciplined mysticism
found it difficult to perform his first mass at the altar, on account of
this terror. As the ceremony was in progress, he was fearful that this
God, the enemy of sinners could be easily offended by mispronounced for
mulas or other imperfections.
The sense of guilt is the emotion that results from the condemnation
of the ego by the conscience, because of the ego's failure to act according
32to the ego-ideal. Psychologists advise that the sense of guilt be sub
stituted by self-confidence and courage. Clifford Barbour argues that
guilt -consciousness can be an healthy asset toward integration of person-
33
ality, if it is properly handled. This emotion is sometimes enlivened
by the influence of others and the strength of our own morbid imaginations.
Since sin is a state of behavior contrary to the objective standard, leading
30
Ernest Hupp, Luther ' s Progress to the Diet of Worms , 1^21 (Chicago:
Wilcox and Follett, 1951), p. 10k,
^"4loland Bainton, Here I Stand (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbiiry, 1950)
p. 39.
32Clifford Barbour, Sin and the New Psychology (Cincinnati: Abing- ^
don; Press, 1930), p. 192.
^^Ibid., p. 193.
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to "broken relationship with God, the conviction of sin is essentially
the same as the sense of guilt.
Hence the remedy for guilt-consciousness is either by a forward
leap or a backwaxd regression. When one retreats backward, one is lower
ing the ego-ideal to the standard of the id impulses. This is negative
adjustment, and so is a compromise. In such a reaction, one is controlled
by the unconscious. But when one makes the forward advancement, one is
making use of the "sense of guilt" as a guiding force toward the realization
of the ego-ideal. Barbour says:
Every emotion is p\irposive, seeking to guide the activity of the
life toward the satisfaction of the instinct it represents. The
sense of guilt is the emotion set up to guide the life toward the
attainment of the ego-ideal. . . . Since the sense of guilt aids in
that progress, it is an influence for integration. 3^
Luther's belief in the reality and power of sin is in common with
St. Paul's affirmation, "Our old man was crucified with Christ that we
would no longer be in bondage to sin."
Therefore the picture is that of the sinner being subjected to a
dichotomy of good and evil, in which the evil triumphs over good appar
ently. This Pauline viewpoint has much in common with Jung's, that the
natural man's problem consists in his confrontation of judgment on himself.
However, Jung's psychology differs on the question as to the cure of this
problem. David Cox summarizes:
Ibid. , p. 213.
'Romans 6:k.
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St. Paul's prescription is penitence, the recognition that
natural man is 'carnal, sold under sin,' but Jung's prescription is
that natural man should see that he cannot reject elements of himself
as 'evil' if he -would be made whole. 36
Release by confession. To Luther confession of sin was a basic
factor in conversion. This conception has much support from the new
psychology. VThen conscience condemns the ego for wrong behavior, the
natural result is guilt-consciousness. Usually people try to repress
these guilt -feelings. When this is done, they sink into the unconscious
mind leaving unwholesome consequences. But Luther, with St. Paul, stressed
the importance of giving release to the same by the confession of sins;
this results in spiritual catharsis.
Freud explained the danger of repression. To him, it meant the
individual's effort of rejecting unwanted memories and wishes out of
consciousness. He found traces of repression in people's forgetting
the name of persons they dislike, the appointments which are unpleas
ant, and the bills which they owe. Repressed ideals result in com
plexes because guilt never finds relief that way. It is like binding a
wo\md tightly at the surface in the effort to cure it, while it actually
causes the infection to circulate underneath, resulting in wide- spread
infection.
David Cox, Jung and St. Paul (New York: Association Press,
1959), p. 183.
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The only healthy way to get rid of guilt, according to Freud and
other psychologists, is to let it out in the open by free association.
This is what confession of sin actually implies. .It is the healthful
way of finding release for destructive emotions. It is the method of
treating a wound by clearing it of pent-up and putrified elements inside
it. The treatment must begin at the base in soul-clinic; the individual
therefore is called upon to search within himself, recognize the problem
that caused guilt, and confess the same for release, assured of forgive
ness. Hence, it implies a willful acknowledgment of sin which is at the
root of guilt.
This is why Luther kept preaching on the importance of penitence
as being basic to conversion, over against the Roman emphasis of good works.
Instead of claiming goodness to oneself, the penitential attitude of con
fession makes one more honest and objective -minded; he recognizes his
feelings and assumes responsibility for them.
SOUL-CURE IN FORGIVENESS: TRMSFERENCE
Luther's conception of sin was realistic; and his care for souls
very much dealt with the question of sin. Since his approach to sin was
realistic and vital, his idea of forgiveness was equally effective.
Therefore in this case also it is most necessary for us to pray
and cry: 0 Father, forgive us our sins; not that He would not forgive
us our sins without our prayers and before we uttered them-for He
gave us the Gospel, with its absolute forgiveness, before we prayed
for it or even thought of it�but it is necessary that we should recog
nize and accept His forgiveness .3-7
Martin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works , pp. 123, 124.
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He further believed that we as hximan beings are to be constantly
dependent on God for continuous forgiveness, and not to be content with
the initial act of forgiveness in conversion. "And let none think that we
shall ever cease to require forgiveness as long as we live on earth. In
oft
fact, if God did not incessantly forgive us, we should be lost."
Forgiveness was thus dominant in the Reformation doctrine because
Luther seriously looked upon sin; he never helped men to rationalize sin
or escape from assuming personal responsibility.
Hence the meaning of this prayer is, that God will not look upon
and punish our sins as they daily deserve, but will be gracious to
us and forgive us as He has promised, and thus give us a cheerful and
courageous conscience to come to Him with our prayers.... But con
fidence and a, joyful heart can never be ours unless we know our sins
are forgiven . 39
Forgiveness and the psychic evil. Sin has been sometimes explained
in terms of psychic evil. Psychic evil originates from the failure of
ko
the individual to 4dapt himself to reality. As God is the Eternal,
Ultimate Reality, the failure of adaptation to this perfect Reality has
grave consequences; hence it is not right to explain away psychic evil
as certain psychological schools do. This explaining away is based on
the notion that sin is just a form of neurosis, in which the individual
is not capable of responsibility. However, the distinction is clear that
^^Ibid. , p. 12k
^^Ibid.
ko
Barbour, o�. cit. , p. 88.
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the neurotic acts are sickly while the sinful are evil. In the neurotic
person the psychic energy often finds expression in abnormal channels, on
account of the fear of prohibition. But in the sinner the same energy is
channelled into unhealthy expressions by personal choice. Neurosis is
the result of misdirected impulses; sin is the result of willful choosing.
Barbour ably clarifies this:
The nevirotic is dominated by an uncontrolled unconscious. The sinner
is guided by a twisted consciousness. The neurotic has a complex. The
�sinner has false ideals. The neurotic needs a physician. The sinner
needs God.^1
Sin and psychic evil are closely related ideas in that sin causes
the ethical ideal to be repressed, thus leading to an unhealthy complex.
When this complex incapacitates the Individual to distinguish between
what is virtuous and what is unhealthy, it takes on the nature of psychic
42
evil. However, it is clear that sin is the starting point here. Many
a neurosis may have its roots in sin. Hence forgiveness always has prior
concern to healing in Christianity. Sin is to be dealt with as a respon
sible act for which man penitently seeks forgiveness from God. This
Luther highly exalted; while defying the extreme idea of penance, he
balanced himself from going to the other extreme. Sin is to be recognized
as a responsible act, which can be dealt with by confession to a God who
offers forgiveness.
Luther felt that the Roman Church had deprived religion of its
personal element and clinging faith. He claimed that forgiveness was
Ibid. , p. 90.
Ibid. , pp. 90-92.
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not the prerogative of the pastor, but that of Christ; it is based on a
personal, living trust in Christ.
Forgiveness and transference . In psycho-analysis, the analyst
directs the libido of his patient toward an objective on which he expends
his psychic energy. Instead of having the emotion fixated upon unnatural
persons, the analyst helps to transfer the same to the physician, who in
turn gets to reassociate the libido with the proper person or goal. This
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is known as transference. In the transference process the client becomes
highly devoted to and trustful in the physician; the client's very person
ality, thinking, and feelings are unreservedly made open to the physician.
Even as liberation from neurosis is achieved by the individual
through transference to the analyst, so deliverance from sin is obtained
through the forgiving Christ. So Luther asserted that absolution in
itself was not effectual in conversion apart from faith. Faith establishes
a vital relationship with Christ, and He transfers the relationship on to
God Himself acting as the mediator between man and God. In this way,
conversion from sin is a basic satisfaction of life, as our spiritual
energies cannot find full enjoyment by being fixated on any one but God
kh
Himself who is the "final objective of spiritual love." Thus, having
had Christ transfer our basic affections to God, we are able to feel the
forgiveness of spiritual liberation.
Ibid. , p. 237
Ibid. , p. 247
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The Lutheran understanding of forgiveness in the divine -h-uman
relationship was very much like that in the human relationships. Forgive
ness is the redirection of bruised affections after the severance of a
relationship. It is based on the plea as Luther expresses, "0 Father, I
come and ask that Thou wilt forgive me, not that I can do enough or deserve
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it with any work of my own, but because Thou hast promised it...."
When a person sins, he breaks the chains of love which had bound
him to divine fellowship. Hence forgiveness is that which brings about
a rebirth of love through the instrumentality of Christ and His sacrifice.
The reformer's idea of forgiveness was also interlinked with his
conviction of the bondage of human will. Quoting Romans 3:22-25, he
comments in his correspondence with Erasmus, that Paul in the passage
uttered great "thunderbolts against free-will.' The pastoral ministry to
soul-sickness therefore consisted, to him, in the sovereign choice of
God's will in wooing sinners to Himself, of which the pastor is to be
sensitive. The mediating, transferring work of Christ is absolutely
free from human merits. The personal efforts and self-righteous acts of
one's free-will amount to nothing when it comes to salvation. The idea
of transference here is so dominc.ntly conveyed. "'Scrape together every
power you can think of as belonging to free-will, and Paul will still
stand invincible, saying, the righteousness of God exists without it."
Martin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works, p. 125.
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Martin Luther, Discourse on Free Will by Erasmus and Luther
(New York: Ungax, I961) , p. 135.
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Hence we see, to Luther religion was an inner experience, containing a
good many experiences of the human psyche as well as supernatural psychic
forces. Where true forgiveness is not realized, true healing is not
obtained; hence the human soul does not find health. This is what Jung
reaffirmed many years later when he said that religion ministers psychic
hygiene. Schaer makes the interesting remark that in the more mature years
of Jung, he began to see the realistic value of religion. "He stated that
where the need for a religious orientation is ignored, a neurosis is likely
to ensue .
SOUL-CUEE IN SMCTIFICATION BY SUBLIMATION
Luther's teaching on soul-cure did not confine itself to the area
of justification; he insisted that man should be relieved not only from
the guilt of sin, but also from the power of the same.
His view of sanctification . Justification as taught by Luther was
only the gateway to holiness; this holy path is to be tread by the justi
fied individual not in the consciousness of self-righteousness, but by
the faith that regulates and rules his behavior.
Although as I have said, inwardly, and according to the Spirit, a
man is amply enough justified by faith, having all that he requires
to have..., still he remains in this mortal life upon earth, in
which it is ne,cessary that he should rule his own body and have
intercourse with men. ^8
J+7
'Hans Schaer, Religion and Cure of Souls in Jung
'
s Psychology,
(Translated by R. F. C. Hull; London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd.2n.d_J);
p. 129.
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Martin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works , p. 272.
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His preaching and pastoral writings are filled with admonitions
that call for a love for holiness. He declined to admit that good works
caused goodness in man; but very definitely pleaded that the sanctified
person walk in good.
True, then, are these two sayings: 'Good works do not make a good
man, but a good man does good works. ' 'Bad works do not make a bad
man, but a bad man does bad works....' As Christ says, 'A good tree
cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth
good fruit' (Matthew 7:l8).^9
Living a good holy life is the result of a personal believing expe
rience with God. The natural man is transformed into the new-creature
experience through divine forgiveness; and is given new energy, new
impulses and new motives for a sanctified life.
The way of sublimation. Psychologists have begun to talk of the
holy living in terms of sublimation. They say that the libido energy
that seeks expression in man may be sublimated by giving it to channels
of expression in healthy directions. From the crude instincts of the
unconscious, the impulses are redirected to creative and refined goals.
This is essential to "the aesthetic and ethical progress of society.
In this way repression is resolved with its unhealthy consequences.
Thus, McDougall describes a balanced middle way "between undue repression
51 The
and its opposite, 'free living' or the cult of self-expression."
^Ibid. , p. 275.
50Clifford Barbour, Sin and the New Psychology, p. 258.
^^Ibid., p. 259.
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activity of sublimation is universally seen in the poets who transform
their sex instinct to love of poetry, in the "Missionary-mamas , " who direct
their parental energy into service for men, and the scientists who channel
their native curiosity into psychic expressions of analyzing the mysteries
of the universe.
Luther urged the Christian to "give heed to exercise his body by
52
fastings, watchings, labor and other regular discipline." In other
words, he was urging that the native drives for sex, pride and self-domin
ance be sublimated into watchings, fastings, activity and so forth. These
latter ones bring equal satisfaction to the hman soul. Thus the morti
fying, ascetic, repressing methods of medieval religion found in the
Reformation a new, living, sublimating form of expression. The Christian
was encouraged to give expression to his native drives in constructive
channels instead of suppressing them.
To Luther, the cvixe of soul in the area of sanctification was a
daily and gradual process in which one faces the sensual forces in the
form of temptation. The psychic energy constantly seeks expression; so
there is no escape from the feelings. There are various forms of temp
tations. The very effort to avoid the emotional responsibility of love
is tempting. There are also common temptations to avoid economic respon
sibility of labor, the social responsibility of identification, the
intellectual responsibility of- education and the spiritual responsibility
of self-discipline. The area of sanctification is therefore so broad and
^Slartin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works , p. 272.
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and comprehensive in daily living.
Sublimation and culture . The greatest contribution to culture and
civilization is ethics based on sublimation. Freud pointed out that the
great enemy of civilization is the unconscious impulse. He attributed
these impulses to a shallow gratification motive, with no relation to
external reality. As such they express themselves in varying degrees in
"this conformity to regulation by pleasure and pain."^^ Freud also says
that while the unconscious impulses seek expression, in the normal mental
behavior "consciousness controls activity and motility . "^^ Hence, normality
consists in the control of the \mconscious mind by the conscious in the
areas of unhealthy impulses. However, everything in the unconscious is
not evil; so, sublimation is needed only in those areas where the uncon
scious drags the conscious off destructively.
Paul Tillich, commenting on the Reformation, relates it to culture:
The great spiritual revolution which occurred in Luther was the
fruit of a century-long discipline of introspection and self-examina
tion. Only on the basis of this culture of the soul could Luther's
experience of God grow to such an explosive power. 55
The culture of the soul to which Tillich makes reference here is
the ethical contribution of the Reformation, which constituted a spiritual
-^Barbour, Sin and the New Psychology, p. 1^7.
^^Ibid., p. ihQ.
^^Paul Tillich, The Protestant Era (Translated by James Adams;
.Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 132.
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revolution. Thus, Luther's pastoral ideas contribute a great deal to the
modern ethics of culture. The dominant idea of Luther's pastoral concept
was that of the worth of the individual and the emphasis of personal
responsibility. There was an harmonious blending of freedom and respon
sibility in the Reformation theology. It is the same as what Paul reflects
when he said:
What then? Are we to sin because we are not under law but under
grace? By no means i... But now that you have been set free from sin
and have become slaves of God, the return you get is sanctification
and its end eternal life. 56
'
This balanced emphasis of grace and responsibility also resounds
in the pastoral teachings of Luther. "To this part belongs the fact I
have stated before: that the Christian is the servant of all and subject
to all. For in that part in which he is a servant he does all works. "^''^
Tillich points out how Luther gave the picture of man "ridden
either by God or by the devil" and yet that it did not deprive him of
his personal responsibility. Luther thus balanced the great problems of
freedom and destiny. By the concept of grace, he showed that both the
ideas of "freedom" and "destiny" belong to true religion in the outworking
of sanctifying ethics. The law of the old covenant thus blends harmoniously
with the law of love and grace.
56^
Romans 6:12,21 (RSV).
^'''Martin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works, p. 272,
CHAPTER III
LUTHER AND THE PASTORAL IDEA OF PRIESTHOOD
Luther's view of the ministry was unique and comprehensive in that
he taught the universal priesthood of believers. This was basically a
Biblical concept. which he supported with scriptural references in abun-
1
dance. Christian believers are chosen by God Himself and are called
into a priesthood of service, which in the consummation of time will
remain a kingdom of priests. This revolutionary thought of Christian
ministiy activated the entire Christendom. Men and women in the Refor
mation Churches soon saw their responsibility of service as royal priests,
and plunged into unprecedented evangelistic endeavors. The reformer
attacked the Roman interpretation of priesthood which stressed
episcopal anointing as its prerequisite; thus it had been elevated to a
higher level. But to Luther it was the sacramental life of the believer
2
that qualified him for the priestly office. As such every Christian is
a priest, each one serving in his own particular calling.
The true church, Luther said, is a great family of priests and
there are seven outward marks by which this priestly ministry of the
church may be known.
Rev. 559,10.
^Cyril Eastwood, The Priesthood of All Believers (London: Epworth
Press, i960), p. 21.
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THE MINISTRY OF THE WORD
The Augsburg Confession of I530 says, "The church is the congre
gation of the saints, in which the Gospel is rightly taught and the
sacraments rightly administered.""^
The Word brings about the church. The proclaimed Word is to be of
great importance to her priestly ministry. As such the ministry of the
Word is placed in the church itself. "For Luther, grace is God's favor
expressed in the Gospel where there is faith in the Gospel, there is a
listening congregation."
From this standpoint he ran into conflict with the papal tradition
which placed the hierarchy above the church-congregation. Eastwood
quotes Luther to confirm the idea.
Therefore everyone who knows that he is a Christian should be fully
assured that all of us alike are priests, and that we all have the
same authority in regard to the Word and the sacraments, although
no one has the right to administer them without the consent of the
members of his church and the call of the majority. . . . The
priesthood is simply the. ministry of the Word. 5
It was Luther's deep conviction that wherever the Word of God was
preached and accepted, there must come about a true catholic church since
God's Word can't go void. He held on to the scripture, which says, "You
are a priestly kingdom and a royal priesthood."^ Thus the ministry becomes
Ibid. , p. 1.
Ibid. , p. 3�
'ibid. , p. 6.
'l Peter 2:9-
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a mutual service of brotherhood; it gives no place for undue boasting and
sacerdotal claims. Thus, no believer-priest becomes subject to any human
head but the great high priest Jesus Christ Himself.
The early labors of Luther at Wittenberg were a demonstration of his
great regard for the Word. It was here that Luther came in touch with
Melanchthon who had been appointed professor of Greek in the university
7there. The pulpit ministry of Luther at Wittenberg was profound; he
expounded Scriptures in so remarkable a manner that Melanchthon says
people thought that "a new day had dawned upon their doctrine after a long
Q
and gloomy night."
The Word also flourished in print. On that great day of May ^, 1521,
Luther was returning from the Diet of Worms, when an armed group of horse
men suddenly intercepted, and forced him away into the Wartburg Castle.
The ten months that he spent in this exile became a great point of victory
9
to him. There the first Protestant German New Testament took shape. By
1522 the entire Bible was in print and circulation in large numbers. That
was, however, just a starting point for by 1530 the spread of the Lutheran
version was so great that "no less than ten to fifteen editions" came off
the press with wide readership. The great German pastor believed with all
his heart in the importance of the "Word" in the ministry of the church.
Joseph Riddle, Luther and His Times (London: J. W. Parker, 1837)
p. 67.
Ibid. , p. 69.
^Kenneth Strand, Reformation Bibles in iiis Crossrirg (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Ann Arbor Publishers, I96I) , p. 17.
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He believed there was something unique about God's Holy Word which produces
far greater results than the minister's own words from the pulpit. Using
a metaphorical method of exposition, he tried to see the person of Christ,
after the Augustinian pattern, on every page of the Bible.
Nash suggests that a more stress is being laid now in protestant
preaching on the social aspects than on the biblical content. '''"^ While
it is true that socxal obligations of Christianity deserve attention in
preaching, it need not be proved that the biblical content has in itself
a great deal to say about it. Hence, the traditional Reformation emphasis
of "the Word" is what the protestant preaching needs to uphold at all
times.
While the Lutheran OTphasis of the Word seems to stand against
modern forms of thought, it is not an advocate of extreme fundamentalism
12
with its presentation of the Bible in a legal way. Luther himself was
far from inclined to interpret the Scriptures as a moral code to be
mechanically and literally followed. He woiild have the minister help the
parishioner to appreciate the living Word of God within the Bible.
Willem Kooiman, Luther and the Bible (Translated by John Schmidt;
Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, I96I), p. 30.
1 1
Arnold Nash, Protestant Thought in the Twentieth Century (New
York: Macmillan Company, 1951)? P� 21^.
""�^ergilius Ferm (ed.), What is Lutheranism? (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1930), p. 192.
THE SACRAMENT OF BAPTISM
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The priestly ministry within the church is also executed by the
sacraments. The sacrament of baptism is especially emphasized; it found
a lively interpretation in the reformer. He denied that the clergy who
administered baptism was of a higher spiritual order. Rather he claimed,
It is based upon the universal priesthood of the faithful which takes
rise with Baptism, and at the same time it points back to the
apostolic model and apostolic instruction to appoint office-bearers,
by orderly calling through the congregation. ^3
All believers are initiated into a relationship of grace tnrough
the baptismal sacrament. He highly esteemed the symbolism of baptism.
The following words make it clear:
Moreover we have the words: 'He that beiievetn and is baptized shall
be saved, 'and to what do they refer but to baptism. . . . Therefore
it follows that whoever rejects baptism, rejects God's Word, faith,
and Christ, who has directed us and bound us to baptism.
The minister's part in the sacrament according to Luther, is
altogether little, because Christ Himself is the One who administers
1 6 1?
baptism. Believers are priests "from Baptism and for Baptism,"
because baptism speaks of our death to sin and resurrection unto new life.
As such our entire life is to be baptismal in character. The three
treatises the great leader published in 1520, affirm these principles
�'"�^Eastwood, The Priesthood of all Believers, p. 16.
�"�^MartinLuther, Luther's Primary Works (London: Hodder D.
Stoughton, 1896), p. 13^.
^^Ibid. , p. 13^.
^^Eastwood, 0�. cit., p. 18. '^''ibid. , p. 20.
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explicitly. They were the following: (l) To the Christian Nobility of
the German Nation. (2) The Babylonian Captivity of the Church. (3)
Concerning Christian Liberty. They became so popular that they came to
be known as "Three Great Reformation Treatises. "^^ Especially in his
"Babylonian Captivity of the Church," he refutes the authoritarian
practices of the bishops in making undue claims about administering the
baptismal sacrament.
But the one business of bishops at the present day is to lead the
people as far as possible away from baptism and to plunge them all
under the deluge of their own tyranny, and thus, as the prophet says,
to make the people of Christ forget Him forever. 19
Luther did not accept the sevenfold division of the sacraments
lay Rome. He accused Rome of leading the church into ceremonial captivity,
depriving her of all freedom. He says, "In the first place I deny that
the sacraments are seven in number and assert that there are only three,
20
baptism, penance, and the Lord's Supper.**
Even these appeared in captive foras within the Roman Church.
(1) The captivity of the eucharist , lay in the withholding of the cup from
the laity, and the teaching of transubstantiation. (2) The captivity
of baptism is in that we are not allowed to be baptized into freedom.
(3) The captivity of penance is that repentance and faith have been
overlooked in the ritual.
Luther, Luther's Primary Works, p. 93'
Ibid. , p. 3^1.
Eastwood, 0�. cit. , p. 15'
While baptism is administered by human hands, the reformation
doctrine represents it to be "truly God's own act."^''- For this reason
it is to be regarded to be of greater significance in the sacramental
system than anything else. The priest who conducts the rite isn't of
any special significance; the priestly humans in performing the sacra
ment, are only representing the high office of the one about whom it is
said "Thou art a priest forever after the order of Melchizedec. "^^
The Word and the water are to be inseparable, because where the
Word is separated from water, the water has no real difference from that
which we use for cooking. But when the Word of God is associated with
the baptizing agent of water, baptism becomes a priestly sacrament in
all its sacredness and dignity. The nature of this sacrament is
priestly because it publicly declares one's entrance into the kingdom
of priesthood. It is in this sense that Luther affirmed, "To put it
most simply, the power, effect, benefit, fruit and purpose of baptism
� 4- 1.23IS to save."
In this way, the baptism reminds us of our priestly and pastoral
vocation.
THE LORD'S SUPPER
Luther had to defend the sacrament of the Lord's Supper from
extravagant claims of priesthood. Medieval Romanism interpreted the
^�"�Luther, Large Catechism. (Translated by Robert Fischer;
Philadelphia: Mulhenberg Press, 1959) > P' 81'
^^Psalms 110:4. ^^Luther, The Large Catechism, p. 83.
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eucharistic rite to mean a propitiatory sacrifice offered by the clergy
in the form of "holding up the Son of God and representing Him to His
24
Fatner." The great leader repudiated such fantastic imaginations, and
taught that the eucharist was a proclamation of testament between God and
man on grounas of Christ's suffering. The communion ritual is to be
thought of as "the gift of the promise, offered to all men by the hands
of the priests." This sacramental representation is not intrinsically
assigned to a particular office; but is the privilege of the believer
priest; and it is faith that gives meaning to the rite.
Rome claimed that the sacrament operated of itself, not depending
on the disposition of the communicant. Luther attacked this claim,
and raised his voice higher than ever before saying that the eucharist
did not have any value to the communicant apart from personal faith and
the concurrence of the heart. Thus his doctrine of the Lord's Supper may
be explained. in a tnreefold analysis: (1) The sacrament represents, the
outward, visible sign; (2) the sign points to the significance which is
spiritual and inward; and (3) the faith within man makes use of both the
sign and the fact which is signified.
The function of the officiating minister is not that of performing
a sacrifice but that of proclaiming the divine promise implied therein,
by the act of offering the bread and the wine. It is devoid of any
magical transformations, but the proclamation helps the communicant to
establish a point of contact with Christ who Himself is present in the
^^Eastwood, 22. cit., p. 23. ^%bid. , p. 25.
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entire sacrament. Hence Luther placed the emphasis on Christ and His
promise rather than on the minister who administered the eucharist.
Luther's small catechism teaches that the communion is an ordinance
in which the presence of Christ is promised "in, with and under the bread."
In this sense, the catechism is not satisfied with a figurative inter
pretation of the text in the eucharistic passage in St. Paul. While this
appears to be somewhat akin to Roman thinking, the catechism makes it
clear that the bread and wine do not change into the body and blood of
Christ.
They are not changed, but remain; for St. Paul expressly teaches
that while the Lord's Supper is being eaten and drunk, the bread is
still bread, and the wine is still wine I Cor. 11:26,28. As often
as ye eat. . . of that cup.^'''
It is true that the word "sacrifice" is occasionally used in
connection with the eucnarist in the Lutheran literature, but it is far
28
from being associated with the special office of priesthood. The
eucharist represents Christ's sacrifice, and symbolically speaks of the
believer's sacrifice in terms of consecrated devotion. It is the
sacrifice of thanksgiving.
Lutheran theologians today are striving against the misrep
resentation of and devaluation 01 the priesthood of all believers
which does not mean 'we do not need a priest and we do not want a
sacrifice,' for it possesses a much more positive content when it is
interpreted in the light of biblical teacning.29
Luther, A Short Exposition of Dr. Martin Luther's Small Catechism
(St. Louis: Concordia, 1900), p. l45.
^"^Ibid. , p. 146. ^^Eastwood, The Priesthood of All Believers,p. 26.
^^Ibid.
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To the Reformer, the entire profession of a believer in the world
is the priestly office, witnessing to the great high priestly ministry of
Christ. And our attitude toward Christ's priestly sacrifice as repre
sented in the sacrament, is a reminder of the need of a similar participation
on our part in the very sacrificial character.
The tendency which was most pretentious was to regard the mass as
a strictly ritualistic and legal transaction denjring the place of personal
relationship. The special priesthood doctrine was glorified in tnis way.
The priesthood existed chiefly to offer up the sacrifice, according to the
Roman teaching. As the congregation of believers were prevented from such
a privilege, they were deprived of the sacrifice of faith. Luther main
tained that the priest does not offer a sacrifice to God in the eucharist
and it is a mere pretention of doing the act of propitiation before God
for the sins of his people. On the contrary, he argued, through the
sacrament we receive gifts from God. We cannot repeat Christ's sacrificial
death; but can only remember His dying and share its benefits. As Millet
points out, in doing so Christ reproduces in his priests "the life of His
30
holy hvimanity by means of the Blessed Eucharist."
The following is a summary of the Lutheran concept of the priestly
dignity of the common believer who participates in the eucharist.
It follows that the distinction between priest and layman is
false for when Christians come to the service of Holy Communion they
are there in their priestly dignity, and the officiating priest acts
on behalf of all. ... He takes the bread and
the wine, and dis
tributes it according to .Christ's words; and we all kneel beside
him
3�S. J. Millet, Jesus Living in the Priest (New York: Benzig
Brothers, 1902), p. 375.
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and around him, men and women, young and old, master and servant,
mistress and maid, all holy priests together, sanctified by the blood
of Christ. We are there in our priestly dignity. ... We do not
let the priest proclaim for himself the ordinance of Christ; but he
is the mouthpiece of us all, and we all say it with him in our hearts
with true faith in the Lamb of God who feeds us with His body .and
blood. 31
In this way the eucharist reminds us that we all have a priestly
pastoral vocation.
KEYS OF FORGIVENESS AND DISCIPLINE
In the interpretation of the concept of priesthood, the "doctrine
of the keys" had been a major area where Luther had serious divergence
with traditional Rome. The Ca.tholics maintain that the keys were given
to Peter representing the special hierarchy; and it guaranteed the power
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to bind and to loose. By virtue of the fact that Peter received the
keys of the church, he has ecclesiastical primacy. This priestly
primacy underwent a stiffening process during the first three centuries
by a progressive ecclesiastical development. Luther protested affirming
that Christ did not give His keys to Peter personally, but to the church
as a whole; it was just a promise of forgiveness when Christ said, ��What
you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven," and not a conferral of
authority. It is an affirmation of Christ imparting faith in tne penitent
by assuring him of the reality of forgiveness both here below,
and also
33
supported by heaven above.
-^�'�Luther quoted by Eastwood, og. cit., pp. 29,30.
^^Eastwood, 22. ext., p. 32. ^^Ibid. , p. 3^.
^5
No wonder that Philip Watson calls the effect of these profound
insights, "Luther's Copernican Revolution. "�'^ Just as Copernicus arrived
at a heliocentric conception of the physical world, the German Reformer
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reached an "anthropocentric or ego-centric conception of religion."
According to this conception, the individual is important; he has the
dignity of possessing the keys and the power over evil endorsed by
heaven. Luther could not stand the ecclesiastical measures that perverted
this prerogative of the believer into the narrowest claims of papal decree.
Luther asks ,
Just tell me one thing: In what school does one learn the kind
of Latin or German which makes 'to bind' mean to command or to
decree? What mother teaches her child to tilk in such a fashion?
Whence do our 'Key-explainers' get the interpretation that 'to bind'
is supposed to mean to command or to decree? What else can one
say here, except that it originates in their own wanton concotions, or
in a drunken dream? ... if that cannot be proven with certainty,
then everybody must assuredly recognize upon what basis the papacy
with its vast power rests, namely, upon an uncertain foundation . 3�
The two main titles that gave a great deal of publicity to
Luther's stand against papal hierarchy were: "On the Papacy at Rome"
and "Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation." They
attacked the generally accepted viewpoint that society was to be governed
by the twofold power, the kingship and the priesthood. Thes6 two legal
^^Philip Watson, Let God be God (Philadelphia: Mecklenberg Press,
19^8), p. 33.
^^Ibid.
^^Luther, Luther's Works (Edited by Conrad Bergendoff ; Phil
adelphia: Muhlenberg Press., 1958), Vol. 40, p. 327-
k6
systems had completely dominated the medieval mind; statesmen did not
hesitate to recognize that the successor of Peter was to he over-lord
37of the world. Hence the Reformer wrote boldly that the church is not
an externally visible kingdom and that any idea of "an external association
of nations under the presidency of the pope"-"^ was groundless. He further
denounced the claim of papal 'power to compel' (PROTESTAS COACTIVA) as
extravagant, declaring that such pretentions came "not of the good but
of the evil spirit."
The basic point of divergence of Protestants with the Catholics
consists therefore, in the matter of authority. Does the Lutheran
concept of pastoralia deprive the ministry of all authority? Not nec-
ho
essarily. In the structure of Roman hierarchy which had confused the
authentic sense of the Scripture, early reformers found it necessary to
replace the authority of God's Word against the authority of the ministry.
Luther did not oppose authority Just for the sake of authority- It was
hi
not a revolt against mere authority, but a revolt against wrong authority.
To siimmarize Luther's concept of pastoral authority in terms of
"the keys," the minister is not ordained unto the sacrament priesthood.
^'^Heinrich Boehmer, Road to Reformation (Translated by John Doberstein
and T. G. Tappert; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Muhlenberg Press, 19^6),
p. 331.
^^Ibid. , p. 332. ^^Ibid., p. 333.
ho
Louis Bouger, The Word, Church and the Sacraments in Protestantism
and Catholicism (Translated by A. V. Littledale; New York: Desclee Co.,
19^1), p. 3h.
^"^Ibid. ,
h7
The Catholics maintained that the. Sacrament of Holy Orders consisted in
"the power of the keys"; the Reformer affirmed that the minister is already
a priest, and he is simply ordained unto a prophetic authority of the pro
clamation of the Word. Hency "holy orders" is not a sacrament, but a
symbol of authorization.
THE MINISTERIAL ORDER
The Roman view of the pastoral vocation was sacerdotal and exclusive.
According to the Council of Trent, pastors are the vicars of Christ
representing Christ on the earth. They continue the priestly ministry of
Christ on the earth as His agents here below. They perpetuate the ministry
which Jesus Himself began, in a visible manner; as such there can be "only
one priesthood, the Catholic priesthood." The prerogatives of this
office are communicated in several degrees to the Pope, bishops and the
priests. Thus each priest becomes another Jesus Christ: SACERDOS ALTER
CHRISTUS. The Catholic doctrine further affirms that the clergyman
receives these principles on the day of his ordination; and from then on
he proceeds to administer the Sacraments, sitting in. the tribunal of
penance, commanding the penintent with the word of authority, i.e., "I
hh
absolve thee."
h2
Millet, o�. cit. p. 20.
^Ibid.
Ibid.
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A special point of controversy between Rome and Luther was on the
Papal claims of hierarchy. Apart from the teaching that all clergymen
are of a superior order,, the pope further claimed that his office was
higher than all offices. Luther declared that this claim was to be
k5'scorned as foolishness.' His treatise on 'The Papacy at Rome' deals
at length with the attrocities and the evil practices for which the Papal
seat was renowned in that day. The treatise condemns the papal tax on
Germany; the extravagant luxuries of the Roman, .hierarchy, the buying of
eight 'Pallia Scarves' for the Mainz bishopric, each costing thirty
kS
thousand gulden, etcetera, are strongly criticized. as well. The reformer
also questions the validity of the argument that Papal rulership was to
bring about external unity under Roman authority. Regarding the argument
that the Old Testament was a type of the New, and because it had a bodily
high priest, the New Testament must have one likewise, Luther said, that
kl
he had never heard an argument "more foolish, senseless and blind."
He challenged the efforts that Rome made to prove that Aaron was a type
of the pope; on the other hand he contended that Aaron was a type of
Christ. He further asked, since it is written that the Old Testament
high priest was not to marry a widow or divorced woman but rather a
kPi
chaste virgin, why it is that the pope who is the antitype, is not
^^Martin Luther, Works of Martin Luther (Philadelphia: A. J. Holman
and Co. 1915), P- 3^1-
^^Ibid. , pp. 3k2, 3k3.
^^Ibid., p. 363. ^^Levit. 21:1k.
h9
allowed to marry at all. To Luther, such Roman interpretations for
bidding the clergy to marry, were the fulfillment of the eschatological
apostasy foretold by Paul, "Giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines
of devils. . . forbidding to marry."
The argument continues.
Again the Old Testament high priest was not permitted to have his
head shorn. But why does the Pope have a tonsure, and all the other
priests, too? Again, the High priest was forbidden to own any portion
of Israel's land, but subsisted entirely on the offerings of the people.
Boy, why is the occupants of the papal throne so furious to possess the
whole world. . . has arrogated to himself the power to make kings and
princes, seat and unseat and change them according to his pleas\xre, as
if he were anti-Christ . 5*-*
Even though Luther separated the exclusive conception of priesthood
from the pastoral office, he certainly believed in a definite order of the
ministry- While opposing the papal priesthood, he held on to the New
Testament emphasis of the ministry. The ministry is to function within
the community of Christians, and not above it. It is a part of the
universal priesthood.
PRAYER -AND WORSHIP
Another vital ministry which the New Testament priesthood is called
51
into is the ministry of prayer and worship. As such, prayer may be
regarded as sacrifice in which we do not offer it as an attempt to secure
�^"^Timothy h:l.
^"^Luther, Works of Martin Luther, p. 371.
^�^lastwood, The Priesthood of all Believers, p. h6..
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salvation to our souls, but as an outcome of our salvation experience
unto priesthood, and in manifestation of our union with the Lord. It
is the privilege of the entire Christian priesthood to exercise the
ministry of prayer and intercession.
Here, as in every other area, Luther maintained that faith was to
be at the core; apart from faith prayer is in vain. He accused the
�Romanists of ascribing to the Mass the attributes that rightly belonged
52to prayer. It is faith which actually prays, and the voice of faith
alone is heard by God. Faith eliminates from prayer all tendencies toward
merit or self-assertion, and it is directed to. God through the high
priestly mediatorship of Christ. Lutheran theologians followed this
through, and put it in the following words: "Christ is the altar on
which the praying person is sacrificed and through whom prayer reaches
God. "^3
The protestant concept of the ministry of prayer is that every
believer is a priest who appears before God and offers intercession for
his fellow-believers. Hence the ministry of intercession presupposes
a solidarity of Christian communion. The Christian is given a unique
sense of mission because he shares in a missionary obligation on a
spiritual plane through the priestly service of intercession. It is a
sacrifice of dedication representing his personal identification with
Ibid. , p. h7.
Ibid. , p. 48.
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Christ's sacrifice. As Eastwood puts it, "In short, being priest with
Christ means no less than being priest for others. "^^
Along with intercession, Luther emphasized the priestly sacrifice
of praise and worship for the believer including the pastor. Eastwood
explains this aspect as follows,
Luther did not regard worship as a soporific; on the contrary,
it was a mighty activity of the spirit which made heavy demands upon
those who were partakers in it. Luther does not hesitate to say
that the praising congregation which responds to the Word proclaimed
actually creates the church. . . . The Holy Conmunion is the culmi
nating point of Lutheran worship just because it is the Church's
sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving. 55
God's act of grace, the :Reformer claims, is primary; our thanks
giving is secondary but important. Grace is bound to produce in us
prompt and hearty response of thanksgiving. The entire act of worship
is therefore devoid of merit because it is charged by faith. For this
reason Luther stresses the need of worship in Christian prayers very
strongly; so he does in interpreting the Lord's prayer:
Grant us, therefore. Thy divine grace, that we may be on ovir
guard against everything which doth not serve to the praise and
honor of Thy name. ... To this petition belong all the psalms
and prayers in which we praise, honor and thank and sing to God,
and here belongs the whole hallelujah. 5�
^
Ibid. , p. 50.
^^Ibid. , p. 51.
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Luther, Works of Martin Luther, Vol. II. pp. 376, 377.
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Luther explained worship also in terms of hallowing the name of
God, or making the name of God holy and sanctified within human lives.
Keller in his Studies in Lutheran Doctrine points out that the meaning of
hallowing, to the, Lutherans, is that of declaring the name of God through
preaching, teaching and guidance unto holy living.^''' In this way worship
strongly relates itself to witness. Worship and witness go together in
the Lutheran theology. A merely passive worship isolated from active
implications of witnessing was unknown to Luther, who like Abraham of
old endeavoured to pitch his tent between Bethel and Ai . Yes, the true
Bethel, the house of God is situated not far from the borders of Ai which
is a representation of the outside world. Those who have access to the
house of God also ought to find access to the outside world for effective
witnessing; hence worship is far greater than monasticism.
CROSS-BEARING
Persecution was an every-day experience to Luther and his
followers. The early reformers regarded the experience of cross-bearing
as an outstanding mark of the Christian priesthood. The cross and its
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bearing -unite the Christian brotherhood in a unique bond of fellowship.
All suffering is vitally and mystically identified with Christ's suffering.
The full meaning of religion cannot be realized until it is observed in
^"^Paul Keller, Studies in Lutheran Doctrine (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1960), p. 99-
^^Eastwood, a�. cit., p. 5^.
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the context of suffering.
Eastwood points out two aspects of Luther's teaching on suffering.^�
(l) It depicts the solidarity of God's people. Suffering brings about a
solidarity within the chvirch because it is here that all bear one anothers'
burdens. Christianity is a brotherhood, and each one exists for the
uplift of the other brother. There is no force as powerful as persecution
that can unite the Christians in the bonds of spiritual love. This unity
gives the commvinity a special vitality and defense, and thus put the
persecutors to confusion. (2) The doctrine of the neighbor, Eastwood
explains :
Now all this springs from the fact that the Christian shares the
priesthood of Christ. This means that we are engaged in a twofold
activity. We are engaged in the work of faith and hope (praying
and praising) which is always directed- toward God; and secondly, we
are engaged in the work of love and sacrifice (offering and serving)
which is always directed toward man.�-^
The Lutheran concept of vocation is interlinked with the teaching
on sacrifice. This is a work of faith, and is to be free from all
notions of merit. For the believer is only a channel through whom God's
redeeming activity flows down to the earth. So Luther says:
Our Lord and Saviour Jesus hath left us a commandment, which concerns
all Christians alike�that we should render the duties of humanity,
or (as the Scriptures call them) the works of mercy, to such as are
afflicted and under calamity; that we should visit the sick, endeavour
to set free t^g prisoners, and perfona other like acts of kindness to
our neighbor.
59.
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'ibid. , p. 55. ^�Ibid., pp. 5^,55. ^"^Ibid. , p. 59.
Xuther, Works of Martin Luther, p. 110.
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Pinomaa also points out that the subject of suffering had con
stituted a very important part of Luther's theology Luther classified
the area of affliction in three categories; the carnal, the spiritual,
and that relating to election. Carnal afflictions are temptations
that drag us to carnal sin; spiritual afflictions relate to the test of
faith; afflictions pertaining to election are the temptations to blaspheme
God. The weight of this threefold affliction from a God of justice can
be so great that it would leave man in total despair and disillusionment
till he cries out for mercy. On the other hand, if he falls back into
a hostile reaction, blaspheming the name of God, that, he concludes, is
the greatest of all afflictions.
Hence, the believer-priest as well as the Christian minister in
the pastoral vocation is called into a service of suffering. Cross-
bearing is definitely a great mark of the ministry of pastoral care.
The seven great marks of priesthood as described in this chapter,
characterize the true pastoral ministry from Luther's standpoint.
^-^Lennart Pinomaa, Faith Victorious (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1963),
p. 89.
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Ibid. , p. 90.
^^Ibid. , p. 92.
CHAPTER IV
LUTHER MD PASTORAL RESOURCES IN CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM
One of the major secrets of Luther's pastoral victories was that
of his inner mystical power. The mystical and devotional resources of
his pastoral ministry were unique. Luther was not only a man of public
activity, but a man of private devotion. Being a man of prayer he cus
tomarily spent from three to four hours in early morning devotions."'"
On the importance of prayer he constantly spoke:
And in the first place we are to know that by God's command it is
our duty to pray. For in the second commandment we are told: 'Thou
Shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain' and are thus
bidden to praise the holy name, to call upon it and to invoke it in
all need. And to invoke is nothing else but to pray; hence we are
as strictly and solemly commanded to pray as we are bidden to have
no other god, not to commit murder, not to steal, etc. 2
Luther freed Christian mysticism from the traditional Roman monas
ticism, and gave it back its original vitality and meaningfulness . Having
been a monk himself in the strictest forms of ascetic expressions, Luther
well knew how to make a distinction between the positive aspects of
mysticism and its negative appearances in the Roman environment.
LUTHER AND EARLY MYSTICAL LIFE
A look at Erfurt . At Erfurt monastery we find Luther, the mystic,
in the early years of his life. He is the great Christian mystic who
""rrederic Richter, Martin Luther and Ignatius Loyola (Westminster,
Md: Newman Press, I960), p. 139-
^Martin Luther, Luther ' s Primary Works (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1896), p. 130.
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ventured to make a protestant approach to mysticism. Erfurt was the capi-
tol of old Thuringie, which lay on a great highway of Germany; and had
been a commercial center.-^ Situated bn a large fruitful plain and enriched
by the waters of river Gera, Erfurt has been regarded as a lovely town in
Germany; in Luther's day the town was a great educational center, where
the "university had more than one thousand students from all over Europe.
When Luther joined the monastery in 1501, it was to turn Luther into an
ascetic mystic in a very short while.
And here, from the age of eighteen to the age of twenty- two, the
earnest youth might be seen sometimes with a sword at his side,
according to the fashion of the day�devouring Virgil and Cisero, dig
ging into Aristotelian logic, engaging in debate with fellow-students,
walking about the streets .. .hills , meadows and streams. ^
The cloister life helped Luther to develop his devotional habits.
This is the background of his later life characterized by the
intercessory ministry; when faced with problems connected with the
emerging believer-Christians in his parish, he would often stand or kneel
5
before his open window at Eisleben and pray aloud. He unashamedly poured
out his soul before God while "tears of blood" frequently ran down his
cheeks.^ Deeply concerned about the state of the church, before facing
the epoch-making Diet of Worms, Luther burst out:
�^John Stoughton, Homes and Haunts of Luther (London: The Religious
Tract Society, 1883), P- ^9-
^Ibid.
^Ewald Plass, This is Luther (St. Louis, Missouri: Concordia
Publishing House, 19^8), p. 8?.
^Ibid.
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0 Aljnighty and Everlasting God, how strong is the world! ... 0
God, 0 God, 0 Thou my God! Stand by me against the world's reason and
wisdom. For Thou must do it--Thou alone. It is not my cause but Thine
own. . . . Therefore stand by me. Thou Righteous and Eternal God!
.... Oh, tell me, hast Thou not chosen me for this work? ....
Though my body, which is the work of Thy hands, should perish, yea, be
torn to pieces ... my soul is Thine, and belongs to Thee, and shall
abide with Thee forever and ever. 7
Deeply religious. From early days Luther was deeply religious;
his very character was closely identified with God-consciousness. He
claimed that his leadership abilities came out of an intensely spiritual
experience. Some have tried to call him a "religious introvert." Perhaps
he was introverted, but then we see in him also the positive traits of
"moving toward people" in a well-balanced position. In this way he set
the example for an effective pastoral ministry. Ranke's observation that
Luther was a man "permeated in a more lively manner by the feeling of the
g
immediate Presence of the Divine Being" is very appropriate. Almost
every letter and discourse of Luther is charged with a personal mystical
force which governed the very core of his being.
In his letter to George Spalatin Luther affirms, "Let us therefore
commit the affairs of men to God in faithful prayer, and be calm. What
Q
can they do?"^
To Melanchthon he wrote from Wartburg, "I abhor the hardness of
_/my heart/, that I am not completely melted to tears, so that I too
^Ibid. , pp. 128, 129.
^Ibid. , p. 36.
^Martin Luther, Luther ' s Works (Edited by G. G. Krodel; Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1963), Vol. kQ, p. 147.
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might shed fountains of tears for the slain sons of my people.
These words certainly express the pastoral concern of Luther in
the ministry of prayer.
Bainton says that Luther experienced the mystical ascent several
times "as if he were amid the choirs of angels .
""^"^
However, in the early
days the reformer had been so sensitive to the inner conflict of the soul
that he could not possibly find the great serenity of divine communion,
since he was preoccupied with the terror of God; and it was only after his
realization of the "born again" experience that the mystical life afforded
him a spontaneous communicating relationship with God. Since then,
Luther's private and pastoral life became charged with fervent communion
with the Almighty. Being a leader of broad genius, he was able to give
himself to the ministry of devotional literature. Andrew Kosten reports
that even in the busy years of Reformation "Luther averaged two hours of
prayer daily.
Richter, in his work, Martin Luther and Ignatius Loyola, presents
the qualities of both leaders in the area of prayer. Luther, while
standing in sharp contrast from Loyola on several issues, nevertheless
shares with him many common interests in the life of prayer. Prayer to
Loyola was something that "gives expression to the most profound depths
-""Ibid., p. 215.
�''"4loland Bainton, Here I Stand (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbiiry, 1950),
p. 57.
�^^Martin Luther, Devotions and Prayers of Luther (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Barker, 1956), P- 5.
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of one's being: love." This loving communion was the emphasis which
Luther tried to give to his teachings on prayer. However, he differed
from Loyola in that the former looked upon prayer as a more active thing;
it was to him a "hold daring" reflecting an "heroic soul.""^^ Richter .also
points out that Luther customarily prayed from three to four hours in the
15
early morning.
COMPREHENSrVEMlSS OF MYSTICISM
Rufus Jones in explaining the meaning of mysticism pictures the
same as "the type of religion which puts the emphasis on immediate aware
ness of relation with God, on direct and immediate consciousness of the
Divine presence." Inge describes it in terms of the first-hand quality
of religious experience with an emphasis on immediate contact with spiri-
17
tual realities. It is needless to say that the modern tendency to look
upon mysticism as superficial and narrow, has been subjective in its very
nature .
One of the reasons why the mystic is regarded as being superficial
is that he likes to dwell in the realm of reality beyond the natural. In
a scientific age such as ours, this Lutheran theory sounds ridiculous. It
is true that the mystic is conscious of reality beyond the natural. If we
1�Richter, o�. cit., p. 139-
^^Ibid., p. ihO. ^^Ibid., p. 139.
�^^Rufus JoneS, New Studies in IVtystical Religion (New York: Mac-'
millan Co., 1928), pp. 10,11.
�'�'''william Inge, Personal Idealism and Mysticism (New York: Long
mans, Green & Co., 1907), P- 9-
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should think that the material world is the only reality, we are faced
with the dilemma as to what gives the material universe its meaning,
function, and value.
The world of the man of science is full of values and qualities
other than spatial; even if he calls himself a materialist, his
world is full of soul. It is not the particles of matter to which
we can attribute purpose, beauty, design, wisdom, etc.l^
So we observe the meaningfulness and wonders of nature; we see in
it what would bd the attributes of the highest principle we can be aware
of. This universal principle, the supreme Spirit, is the experimental
goal of the mystical intuition. Hence the claim of mysticism. It assumes
that this higher reality of the spiritual world may be proved philosophi
cally to be a fact by the highest soul-experiences. It is possible to
transcend the finite limitations of our material existence. As Inge
further explains:
We have now answered the question, 'What is reality?
' It is the
content of the mind of God, manifested chiefly as perfect goodness,
wisdom and beauty. It is the universe, but not the material universe,
nor the xuiiverse in space and time; but the sum total of created
things in closest union with the creative Spirit, without whom they
coiild not exist for an instant. ... In order to reach this real,
spiritual world, we must ourselves become real and spiritual. We
can only see what is akin to ourselves. 19
CHRISTIANITY AND MYSTICISM
Christianity has been considered to be a materialistic religion
by many; however, the mystical implications of biblical religion are
Ibid. , p. 18.
Ibid., pp. 26, 27.
6i
undeniable. Long before Luther there were great Christian mystics.
"^^tiomas aKempis. The Imitation of Christ written by aKempis is re
garded as one of the highly mystical books of the church. Imitatio Christi
became so popular and universal that it is often named along with the Bible
20
and Pilgrim's Progress. � Morton, commenting on it says:
The truth is that the Imitatio is the revelation of the naked
human spirit, in the discovery of the transitoriness and unreality of
the world, reaching out after that which is not transitory but real
and lasting. 21
However, it is to be remembered that the book reflects a one-sided,
ascetic, less missionary-minded outlook of Christianity. While this is
true, it attempts a mystical approach to the Divine by inspiring a life
of likeness to Jesus Christ.
Bernard. Bernard's mystical theology was rooted and grounded in
22
Bible and the Twelfth Century Renaissance. Having a profound knowledge
of Latin, Bernard proceeded to write on mysticism at length, adorning
his writings with a variety of scriptural citations. He was both a
man of learning and a saintly figure. The majestic conception of love
23
is the major emphasis of Bernard's works. His discourses center around
themes such as "union with God by love," "divinition by ecstacy and self-
knowledge." The devotional messages on "pure love" reflect unusual insight
^'^Forman Horton, The IVforstical Quest of Christ (New York: George
Doran Co. , 1923), P- 23-
21
Ibid. , pp. 2h, 25.
^^ichter, Martin Luther and Ignatius Loyola, p. 139.
^^Ibid., p. ihO.
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and practicability. Pure love to him was "essentially a mystical experi-
ence." Other subjects close to Bernard's heart were, the "vision of
God," "destruction of false self," "restoration of true self," "the image
indestructible," and others.
Abelard. He was another mystical theologian. Luther's concept of
faith was based on Abelard's theory of God's "disinterested love." He
further emphasized the quality of love even as Bernard, explaining it
as follows: True love is directed solely to the person loving regardless
of circumstances; it is not with a reward in view; love of God should be
directed to Himself and not for the sake of the bliss; "We must not even
25
love God because He loves us." Abelard, however, goes even further in
its development; it transcends Bernard's conception of love in that Bernard
could not see that perfection of love possible right here in earthly life.
Abelard emphasizes that love which renoiinces every reward, and is a dis
interested love.
VALUE OF MTSTICISM IN PASTORAL MINISTRY
Luther believed that Christianity is essentially a mystical reli
gion. No doubt, the mystical practice is hard, and contrary to the ordi
nary direction of human will. Contemplation is given priority instead of
^^Etiema Gilson, The Mystical Theology of St. Bernard (London:
Sheed and \iaTd,Jn.djJ , p. 1.
^^Ibid., p. l60.
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action; solitude instead of sociability; ecstacy instead of intellectual-
ism. In Bennett's words:
%sticism is a deliberate undertaking to recover the principles of
value self-consciously. .... I said that the mystic ambition was
directed upon something other-than-the world, but that other-than need
not, and indeed did not, mean hostile to the world. 20
In fact, true mystics do emphasize the need for an alternation be
tween contemplation and action. Practicing the presence of God in practical
mysticism goes hand in hand with the returning to the world "with the
27fruits of that experience." The state of perfection in mysticism,
therefore, seems to be that the contemplative life coordinates with
active fruits.
Leuba identifies some of the extremes in mysticism with hysterical
neurasthenia, while he makes clear that "moderate mysticism, common in
the rank and file of worshippers in every Christian sect, is entirely
28
free from that disease." His main features of such hysterical manifes
tation are: disturbances in the sensory organs, hallucinations involving
smell, taste, color, etc; and "hypersensitive nervous organization" in
which the mystic can only be satisfied with superhuman solution for
29
problems. While Leuba' s stand is open to question, the underlying
thought need not be denied, that there are, in extreme mystical asceti
cism, reactions that bear resemblance to those of hysterical and neurotic
^^Charles Bennett, A Philosophical Study of Mysticism (New Haven:
Yale Press, 1923), P- ^0.
"
?7 28
'ibid., p. hi. Leuba, 0�. cit., p. 191.
^^Ibid., p. 193.
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behavior. There is possible danger that the two could be confused.
Passivity and psychic health. Passivity is a striking feature of
mysticism. Passivity is sometimes ridiculed as unproductive; but a care
ful analysis shows that it can be meaningful when properly balanced with
activity- Quietude and rest is essentially characteristic of true reli
gion. The healthfulness of rest and passive relaxation is maintained in
the psychosomatic emphasis in modern psychology. Flanders Dunbar states
that all psychosomatic treatment can be summarized in the phrase "Relax,
pal." This healthy relaxation is a basic factor in mystic passivity.
One of the most problematic diseases of modern civilization is the pre
occupation with anxiety ajid the inability to relax and smile. Therefore,
psychotherapy boldly asserts today that a great many maladies of our
physical bodies can be treated by the influence of relaxed, worry-free
conditioning. Tensional disturbances are numerous in our society, and
can only find the answer in a more relaxed and rested state of mind.
Hence passivity in mysticism is of meaningful emphasis. However,
it is not that which is the result of laziness and moral indifference,
but the peaceful serenity of a heaven-earth relationship of love. Rest
combined with spiritual virtue is always rewarding. It may be looked
upon as "self-imposed receptivity" by means of which one could become
31
the channel of the higher power, as such passivity is preparatory.
�^^Flanders Dunbar, Mind and Body: Psychosomatic Medicine (New
York: Random, 19^?), p. 138
orman Horton, The JVb^stical Quest of Christ, p. 62.
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In the midst of all his activity and struggles, Luther maintained
a meaningful passivity and quietude. This mystic passivity to him meant
a believing receptivity in the pastoral exercises. He worked for his
parishioners, but he also prayed earnestly for them with the confidence
of receptivity. This is why he could- not look upon the legalistic pray^
ers of the cloister as of any virtue.
It is for this reason we justly reject the prayers of monks, and
priests, who howl and mutter offensively day and night; not one of
them thinks of asking for the veriest trifle. . . . For not one of
them ever undertook to pray. . . because they believed in His promise
. . . they had no further thought. . . than of doing a good work, by
which they might make a gift to God, as though they would take nothing
from Him, but only offer things to Him. 32
Thus, passivity was interpreted by him to mean a believing,
receptive attitude in which the pastor while engaged in activity for
his flock, balances it with believing prayer to bring results.
Meditation and auto-suggestion. Luther's positivistic concept of
prayer has some parallels in the modern theory of auto-suggestion. Psy
chological experiments in auto-suggestion prove that self-suggested
mental thoughts can operate productively to bring about effects beyond
the powers of human will. For instance, the suggestion of sleep working
on the mind in a quiet, assuring manner soon directs the mind's influence
33
toward the body, and one may sleep. The underlying principle of auto-
3 Martin Luther, Luther's Primary Works, p. ^37.
33ibid. , p. 256.
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suggestion has helped to explain the religious practice of optimistic
meditation to some extent, even though religion claims a greater super
natural power in operation which auto-suggestion is not aware of. In
mystic devotion, the desire to become like Christ is the central motiva
tion of the mind; but the power of the will alone does not take care of
its burdensome duty. Hence, the practice of believing prayer and optimis
tic meditation produce a healthy effect on the mind and personality; and
the imitation of Christ becomes a natural passion, and not a duty. The
working formula of auto-suggestion is "Day by day in every way, I am
getting better and better"; or put in another form "Hour by hour and day
by day I am improving in every way." However, to the mystic this formula
becomes supplemented. He might pray "Hour by hour and day by day I am
improving in every way toward Christ-likeness." The auto-suggestion of
Christ's presence and power becomes a dynamic practice and a working
force in the mystic's life.
This was true of Luther. He practiced this healthy, optimistic
principle of prayer, but made a distinction between mere mumbling and
praying. In believing confidence he sought to appropriate for himself
all the good which God promises. He claimed on behalf of his Church the
victories that he looked for from God. In encountering the great Roman
opposition, he believed in prayer, saying "all oiir foes must and shall
35
succumb . "
Ibid. , p.. 258.
Ibid., p. 120.
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Let us take a look at the mystical emphasis of meditation again.
It is the conscious, willful quieting of the mind, directing it to the
source of its being; it desires to communicate to the Infinite and re
ceive communication from Him through the thought - current s . It implies
an interior organizing of mental powers and a concentration on the Creator.
It is the inter -comm;mication of the Infinite mind and the finite. Horton
maintains that the new scientific discoveries in regard to the largeness
of the vmiverse can considerably increase the God-consciousness in prayer
ful meditation. The increase of knowledge enlarges our conception of the
Creator to a degree that the former conceptions have been far smaller.
Practicing the presence of God is a creative habit.
But now this suggestion has sunk into the conscious depths of our
being; it is only a thought, an idea, a kind of syllogism: Christ
loved all men; I am Christ's, and He is living in me; therefore I
must, I do, love all men too. This suggestion begins to work in those
mysterious depths where the will cannot follow it to help or to hinder .
And presently there emerges in you a new emotion; it rises, it pervades
your being, it affects all your judgments of others and all your atti
tudes to mankind. 36
By such constant practice of the presence of Christ and the medi-
tational, auto-suggestion, every thought can be brought into positive
subjection; and our personality can become mature, strong and powerful.
Furthermore, the unconscious depths of ovoc mind from which springs up the
conscious behavior, becomes pervaded with the single self-liberating
thought of being Christ-like.
Exclusive mystics claim that the spiritual elevation to God is
'Horton, op. cit. , p. 263.
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reached by a series of steps. Santa Theresa in her autobiography makes
reference to four such major steps of elevation or ascent to God. 3'''
1. Meditation of devotional sources such as the passion of Christ,
the resurrection story and so forth. This is to increase one's love
and devotion to the divine Master -
2. The communion of quietness, in which the mind is completely'
relaxed, the function of reasoning powers is reduced to lightness, so
that the will can readily enjoy the bliss of divine companionship.
3. The "sleep of the powers," or a progressive stage of the com-
miinion of quietness. In this stage the human soul undergoes a dying
process as far as the physical world is concerned.
h. The ecstacy and rapturous union in which the soul enters into
the glorious bliss; one is absorbed by enjoyment, while the fact of , en
joyment itself is not sensed.
THE ACCEKT ON LOVE
Love is highly esteemed both in psychotherapy and religion. Paul
said "The greatest of these is love"; and so he confirmed what Christ
asserted as the greatest commandment, i.e., "to love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, with all thy soul and with all thy mind and to love thy
neighbor as thyself." Psychology in, its advanced stages of investigation
3'''James Leuba, The Psychology of Religious Mysticism (London: K.
Paul, Trubner & Co., Ltd., 1925), PP- l^S, l64.
3^Ibid., p. l6h.
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arrived twenty centuries later at a quite similar conclusion emphasizing
love as the greatest virtue in the field of human relationships. Psychol
ogy asserts that the greatest fundamental need of a human being is love.
Freud demonstrated to the modern world of thinkers that the impulse to
live and love is basically the instinctual endowment of hviman beings.
This mystical accent on love is why Christianity appealed to Luther
so much. Love and faith were related, to him; both claimed a mystical
character. The virtue is primarily stressed in man's vertical relation
ship to God. All prayer and meditation center around this ideal of love
for God rather than merit. One likes to be constantly in the presence
of the one who is loved. As God is the great object of love in mysticism,
it naturally stresses the spontaneity of prayerful communion that the
human soul craves. This loving communion is at the very heart of mystical
outreach for God.
Mysticism also finds conformity with psychology at this point in
that the vertical emphasis of love in terms of God to man relationship,
natiirally create a horizontal expression in terms of man to man relation
ship as well. Love for God always produces love for man. St. Paul, St.
Augustine, Luther, Simdar Singh and other great mystics of the Christian
Church have also been great lovers of men. This is observed especially
in their missionary outreach for other men.
We must recognize that some men have hidden themselves away in
monasteries in the medieval period of the Christian era and expressed
very little concern over the men who were ignorant of the way of life;
it is also true that all mystics have not made a true representation of
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the Bihlical type of mysticism. However, that only proves that even the
hest intentions are liable to degeneration. On the other hand, we have
innumerable cases of balanced mysticism, in which the vertical emphases
have rightly blended in mystical fig\ires with the horizontal.
MYSTIC VISION MD MISSIONARY PASSION
Luther harmonized mystic vision with' missionary passion. The
concept of the Kingdom of God on earth in the Christian tradition is that
of our "mystical union with the dying and living Christ. "^^ When Christ
said "The Kingdom of God is within you," he was pointing out the basic
mystical character of the church. The identification of the Divine with
the human is the ideal state of Biblical Christianity. Hence passivity
and asceticism alone do not make perfect mysticism. The mystical vision
drove Paul to a missionary passion that gave him a unique motivation; he
was not content with spending endless days in the deserts of Arabia, or
with a passive pastoral ministry that wovild keep him at ease and comfort
in Antioch or Jerusalem, or even with a few evangelistic tours directed
toward the conversion of the Jewish world at large. The motivation that
Paul received was so forceful and lasting that he did not stop short of
traveling the whole hellenistic world and seeing a multiplicity of cities
and towns turning to Christ. The same thing may be said of Isaiah since
he received the mystic vision as recorded in Isaiah, chapter six; it
brought him immediately face to face with the missionary challenge,
3%oseph Gilbreath, The Vision of God and the Social Order (New
York: Fleming Revell Company, 1936), p. l5o.
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"Wiom shall I send? Who will go for us? The vision produced such a
constraining passion in the prophet that he responded promptly, crying
out "Here am I, send me."^"*" The motivation here again was so strong
that it did not stop though the circumstances were hard. The people
were not willing to respond to the message of God; they were short of
perception while they had physical eyes; they were short of understanding
while they had external senses of hearing. Yet the missionary passion
was great enough that the mystical figure soon found himself prophesy
ing to a stiffnecked and hardhearted- audience.
This was also true of St. Augustine who experienced the mystic
enco-unter of conversion after listening to the audihle voice from heaven
"Open the book and read." The surprised Augustine immediately opened the
Book�the Bible, for he knew that this was the only book that the heavenly
voice could possibly be referring to. His eyes fell on these significant
hz
words as he opened the Bible, "But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ."
The saint was born again that day, and underwent one of the most wonder
ful transformations of all times . But as we follow him, we find that
the saint turns out to be a great missionary hero; soon he began sending
missionary messengers into all parts of the coxmtry even into the regions
of the v\ilgar barbarians.
^ '^Isaiah 6:8.
omans 13:ll<-�
^^Gilbreath, op. cit., p. kl.
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True love in practice, whether it be in the mystical sphere, or
elsewhere, always manifests itself in action. Love must be told, or it
is not true love. Hence, if love is one of the most dominant features
of mysticism, the love of God must be told to men and women who do not
know of the same, in missionary outreach. Thus the mystical spirit is
essentially of the nat-ure of pastoral care. Gilbreath appropriately
confirms :
Jesus knew that it was not wise to leave His disciples for too
long a time gazing into heaven; therefore He brings us back to
earth with the petition, 'Thy Kingdom come; Thy will be done on
earth as it is in heaven. 'hk
Ibid. , p. k2.
CHAPTER V
LUTHER AND PASTORAL PREACHING
Early in life Luther turned out to be an outstanding speaker. It
is true that he began like every preacher in great fear and trembling;
and one of his first attempts to preach for Staupitz had been a dreadfvil
experience to the young monk; for he used about fifteen arguments to
convince Staupitz that he could not do it. But soon the beginner made
great strides and advanced on to a gifted ministry of preaching. Hundreds
of sermons are available to us today from Luther's pen; and most of them
reveal genuine insight, passion, and simplicity. In the town of Witten
berg he became the most popular preacher. He was the first preacher to
use the printing press for the furtherance of the ministry; and found
that the influence of his sermons was multiplied many fold. Most of the
sermons were taken down by interested members of his audience, and were
often printed without proper revision, and at times even without his
permission.
THE PREACHER HIMSELF
The reformer's pastoral ministry was vitally enriched by the
enormous multiplicity of the sermons he preached from week to week. For
many years he preached from the pulpit of the Wittenberg Stadt Kirche,
and also conducted regular preaching services with monks.
^
In later
years he also introduced brief services
for his family inviting guests
�^John Nuelsen, Luther the Leader (Cincinnati: Jennings and Graham,
1906), pp. 220-222.
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and servants, where he spoke with great pastoral concern. Nuelson comments:
In most places the people were eager to hear him. When reaching
Orlamiande during the troubles occasioned by Karlstadt, the whole pop
ulace was in the fields harvesting, but they left their work and
assembled in the church. At Zwickau, where he went shortly after re
turning from Wartburg in order to counteract the influence of the
fanatical prophets, an immense concovirse of people flocked to hear
him. He preached from a window in the city hall to over twenty-
five thousand people who crowded the market-place, and a little later
he addressed an audience that filled the castle court. 2
A new school of preaching was introduced by Luther with the help
3of Melanchthon. Prior to the Reformation, the sermon had not received
a prominent place in the regular church services; it was regarded as
secondary and as a non-essential in pastoral ministration. Sermons
usually consisted of a verbal presentation of church dogmatics and schol
astic theories. Luther gave to the practice of sermon delivery its right
ful dignity. He combined sacred eloquence with pastoral authority. The
proclamation of the Word to him meant the greatest of all responsibili
ties. It was pointed out that the power to bind and to loose given by
Christ to the ministers, is nothing else than the proclaiming of the
Gospel, and the announcing of divine forgiveness to the penitent.
Luther was gifted with fine physical features that gave him a
commanding personality. His portrait, made chiefly by Lucas Cranach,
the great Reformation artist, ascribes to him mediiim statvire, curly
1+
hair, full jaws, and broad shoulders. Of special significance is the
^Ibid., p. 221. ^i^id., p. 223.
Vohn Grimm, Martin Luther as a Preacher (Columbus, Ohio: Lutheran
Book Concern, 1929), PP- 12, 13.
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wood-cut portrait of March 1521 by Cranach which according to Preserved
Smith is the best available portrait. It pictures the great leader as a
man of strength and vitality. His dress was simple and modest. Luther
usually appeared in the full black gown without the cap when he came to
the pulpit. On special occasions he wore a chain of gold around the
5neck. The facial expression was marked by youthfulness through sparkling
eyes; the hair was dark, and early in life it txirned gray. His voice was
powerful; he could not have addressed such large masses of people, at times
in the open air, if he had not had a strong voice. We already noted the
reference to Zwickau where twenty-five thousand gathered to hear the
leader speak in the year 1522.^
We shall note some of the outstanding qualities of Luther as a
pastoral preacher.
1. His indomitable will. This was perhaps the most outstanding
of all his powers. When he was determined on a right course of action,
nothing could stop him from accomplishing it. He used a great deal of
his pastoral preaching toward stimulating will-power in others in the
same way. It is partly for this reason that Luther was able to dominate
his age more than any other person in the church; thousands all over
Germany volunteered to rally around the Reformation banner in a few
years of time, and they were as determined as he himself was. He felt
it was his duty to save his pastoral flock as well as the entire German
church; and he did so by appealing to the wills of men and women through
his forceful preaching from parish to parish. Note the clarity, precision,
^Ibid., p. l6. Ibid.., p. 17.
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and persuasiveness that are wrapped up in his delivery, as illustrated in
the following extract from his Sermon on John 8:28:
Therefore it does not impress us when He says, 'My word is from
God and I preach as He taught me.' If I had uttered these words, they
would have cost me a thousand lives. Still they must be spoken. This
is the situation among us today. It is enough to wear out a wagon
wheel and to frighten a person when the pope and his followers boast
of being the Christian Church. The term 'holy church'
terrifies the people. They rise to say, 'No matter what you preach
and do, this is still the Christian Church. Here is the ship of St.
Peter; it may toss and roll on the ocean, but it will not founder and
sink. We are true people of God, the Christian Church. What do you
propose to do about it? Whoever raises his voice against it is of
the devil.' What am I to do in the face of this? How am I to comfort
myself? If anyone were to confront me with the glorious name of the
Christian Church and hold it under my nose, I myself would not keep
silence. I would rather lose ten lives and die ten times than irri
tate the Christian Church and say one word against it."^
2. His honesty and openness . Pastoral preaching shoiild be charac
terized by both power and poise. These were well-balanced in Luther's
sermons; for he not only demonstrated his will power in them, but also
his honesty in communicating truths. The messages he preached reveal
his willingness to be open-minded and straightforward; Grimm says,
g
"whatever disturbed him at any time he expressed immediately,
"
even
in his preaching; he had a sincere desire to teach, advise, and guide.
Personal and social evils are often plainly dealt with in his address to
the parishioners.
His franJoiess and openness are known to all. In all of his deal
ings with men, friends or enemies, he co-uld be depended upon. His
opponents did not need to fear that he wovild pursue them with sinis
ter tactics, but coixld be assured that Luther was a man and wanted
to be met as a man.
Luther, Luther's Works, Vol. 23, p. 385. Grimm, 0�. cit., p. 23.
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3- Interest in individuals . This is a most difficult quality for
any pastor to maintain, for, the crowd that he addresses may preoccupy
his attention at the expense of the individuals. Luther overcame this
difficulty most effectively, and this quality endeared him to his parish
ioners. While addressing a group, we often notice that he made references
of concern for individuals. Since his heart was alive to the basic human
feelings, his pastoral preaching had the capacity to appeal to individual
needs represented in the audience. Both in and out of the pulpit he
demonstrated this concern. His letters reflect this idea. The following
letter addressed to George Spalatin has several references of interest:
Greetings. I am enclosing letters to Hutten, Sickinger, and our
Taubenheim, my Spalatin. Please take on the job of forwarding them;
try especially to see that Taubenheim gets his at once. . . . Lonicer
will finish his work tomorrow. The people of Leipzig, anxious to
retain students, boast that Erasmus is coming to them. 9
k. Relevant preaching. An effective pastor makes the effort to
provide a considerable degree of adaptation between the truth and the
times. Pastoral preaching is to be relevant to the times, and this we
see exemplified in the reformer. Waterhouse says "Great preachers have
always been practical psychologists.""^^ And in order to make the mes
sage practical, the pastor ought to present the truth to the current age
with relevant principles of application. He has the objective of helping
the parishioners to realize spiritual, mental, and physical healing; to
this end he balances his ideological theories with practical application.
^Luther, Luther's Works, Vol. kQ, pp. 163, l64.
1*^. S. Waterhouse, Psychology and Pastoral Work (Nashville: Cokes-
bury), p. 186.
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Luther's sermons, as well as works, cover a wide variety of subjects
which were vital, practical, and relevant to his age. His major conten
tions were against the ecclesiastical ritualism that exploited the free
dom of the Christian. Nothing could have been more relevant to such an
age.
In an age which was noted for ignorance of the Scriptvires, he
pleaded that the clergy take great care in enlightening the minds of
the parishioners with the Word of God. So he says:
0 ye bishops, how will ye ever answer for it to Christ that ye
have so shamefully neglected the people, and have not attended for
an instant to your office? .... You forbid the taking of the
sacrament in one kind, and insist on your human laws, but never
inquire whether they know the Lord's prayer, the belief, the ten
commandments, or any of the words of God.H
His lectures are filled with practical instructions and guidance.
12
Bainton comments on his many references to "birds, dogs, and babies,"
which were used as allegories depicting simple, unsophisticated faith.
However, he did not hesitate to adopt the traditional scholastic concepts
in his theology which did not interfere with God's Word. He quoted
13
frequently from scholastic writings. Neither did he shrink from the
positive theories of humanism as he regularly used the Psalterium Quin-
Ih
cuplex of the French humanist Faber Stapulensis. He learned a great
�^�hliuther, Luther ' s Primary Works, pp. 1, 2.
�"�Roland Bainton, Luther Today (Decorah, Iowa: Luther College
Press, 1957), p. ^�
�^^Kooiman, Luther and the Bible , p. 28.
Ibid. , pp. 28, 29.
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deal from Erasmus the humanist while contending against the extremes.
Luther's critical interpretation of the Bihle, giving great attention to
original texts had been due to his early associations with humanism. How
ever, he went heyond the mere rational methods of interpretations, further
supplementing them with a prophetic, Christological application. Quanback
also finds Neo-Platonic elements in Luther's lectures, especially in his
lectiires on Psalms. This open-mindedness in Luther enabled him to apply
evangelical truths from the Scriptures to existing conditions of the
Church in a humanist, scholastic oriented age.
One becomes keenly aware of Luther's high regard for values and
morals in all his pastoral ministry, as his life is scrutinized. While
it is not necessary to hold that he was perfect in this field, it is
worth remembering that much is to be learned from his approach especially
in his communications with groups or individuals. He took great care in
balancing moral authority with loose nondirectiveness . No doubt at times
he appeared to be vehement in controversial speeches, and resounded a
tone of authority. For example, note these words in his "Address to the
German Nobility";
In short, at Rome, there is a buying and selling, a change and
exchange, a crying and lying, fraud, robbery, theft, luxury, whore
dom, rascality and despite of God, in every way so that it would
not be possible for Anti-Christ to outdo Rome in antiquity. 15
Luther believed that man is made for religion; he looked upon men
�^^Preserved Smith, The Life and Letters of Martin Luther (Boston:
THE PLACE OF VALUES IN PREACHING
Houghton Mifflin
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with dignity, and foimd in them God's moral image.
Observe what psychology has to say about values in the pastor-
parishioner relationship. C. H. Patterson quotes Grinsburg as saying,
"It has been taken for granted that the analyst must not try to impose
his value systems on the patient.
""^^
This represents a particular viewpoint of psychotherapy. However,
he goes on to cite Green, Zilboarg and others who maintain the importance
of "values" in the relationship. As values and ethics are related, a
respect for values involves a respect for the ethical integrity of the
person with whom the counselor works.
Patterson summarizes the common views of Bixler, Seeman, and Hand
in the following principles which govern all true relationships of coun
seling:
1. The belief that human life, happiness and well-being are to
be valued above all else. 2. The assertion that man is master of
his own destiny, with the right to control it in his own interests,
in his own way. 3- The determination that the dignity and worth of
each person shall be respected at all times and under all conditions.
h. The assumption of the right of individual freedom. . . . 17
An observation of this summary brings to our realization that
there is actually no vital conflict between the psychological approach
to the question and the religious one. While the goal of psychotherapy
in terms of values, is "the happiness and well-being of human life,"
religious values also point to the same goal. The assertion that
�^^Guinsburg quoted by C. H. Patterson, Counseling: Readings in
Theory and Practice (Ed. by J. F. McGowan and L. D. Schmidt; New York:
Holt, Rinehart 8c Winston, 1962 ), p. 110.
^'^Ibid. , pp. l68, 169.
8i
"Man is master of his o-wn destiny" very well coincides with the theological
concept of man being a free moral agent. "The dignity and worth of each
person" similarly is in harmony with the fundamental religious moral of
"love for the brethren." It is true that the religious concept of values
covers a larger area, in that it provides for one's moral perception of
God and unseen realities; but this does not mean that all psychology
denies the possibility of unseen realities.
This line of thinking further brings us to the conclusion that a
therapeutic counselor definitely influences his client in the direction
of the ethical character of the therapist, "no matter how objective he
18
remains." This results in the covuiselee's developing a new superego
pattern in conformity with the therapist. The situation of the thera
peutic counselor in many respects is the same as that of the pastoral
preacher; pastoral preaching is to be a form of group counseling toward
a helping relationship. As such, Luther's sermons may have had great
therapeutic effect on thousands who sat under his preaching ministry.
Luther never compromised values. Compromise was something hard
for him to stand; and the word was not in his vocabulary. Since values
were given a top priority in the Reformer's life, he was ready to sacri
fice his very life for the true representation of ethical values. He
boldly asserted once:
We have only to pray God that Charles' reign may not be desecrated
through the shedding of my blood, or any one else's and as I have
often said, I would rather perish in papal hands than have him and
Ibid., p. 151.
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his entangled in this matter. ... I shall not flee, much less
recant, if the Lord Jesus give me the power thereto. 19
He exhorted through his pastoral messages that his parishioners
take the same stand. To the persecuted young ladies he wrote:
For it is a sacred matter for which you suffer which God will
permit no one but Himself to revenge. 'He that toucheth you, touch-
eth the apple of his eye,' He says. ... So act thus, my dear sis
ters, and the peace of God shall be with you. 20
Luther's sense of values in this respect is even more vividly
Tinderstood in the stand he took against the peasant revolt. He keenly
detected the nature of insurrection involved, and honestly counseled the
peasants, "It is my friendly and fraternal prayer, dearest brothers, to
21
be very careful what you do .
"
He added that if the government became intolerably bad, that was
no excuse for riot and rebellion. He reviewed the twelve articles of
demands made by the peasants with sound judgment. The first article for
the right of electing pastors, was welcomed by Luther; the second he in
terpreted to be "simple robbery" in its demand for tithes to be divided
22
between the priests and the poor- He also refused to Justify the third
23
article asking for the "abolition of serfdom.
" The remaining eight
articles were to be referred to the lawyers. Thus he counseled the
common man to behave peacefully with a strong appeal for respect of values
�^^Luther, The Letters of Martin Luther (Tr. by Margaret Currie;
London: Macmillan, 1908), p.T2.
^�Ibid. , p. 113. ^^Smith, op. cit., p. 159-
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Since spiritual issues constituted all true values in religion to
Luther, he emphasized no external legalistic credal loyalty to church
systems. A consistant loyalty and devotion to dogmas and church groups
had no greatness in his estimation. His sense of values were superior to
denominational loyalty. Faith and love were, on the other hand, the
ultimate values of religion to Martin Luther; and he constantly stressed
these in his pastoral preaching hoiirs.
BIBLICAL RESOURCES IN PASTORAL PREACHING
Bible and preaching . Charles Wickizer in his work refutes the
utilitarian emphasis in religion, and disproves the notion that God and
religion be depended upon in finding an answer to the problems of life.
It is true that many people use religion as a hiding place to escape
responsibilities; however, it is also true that a disregard for religion,
in o\ir approach to problems, have serious consequences. While the mature
individual does not preoccupy himself in a passive attitude contemplating
what religion could do for him, he rather faces the responsibility of
building healthy relationships between God, others, and himself. This
is the biblical conception of religion.
Forgiveness and preaching. Take for instance, that part of for
giveness which is a Biblical concept, in its relation to personality
Charles Wickizer, The Pastor as Counselor (Thesis; College of
the Bible, Lexington, Kentucky, 19^1), p. 2?.
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growth. Forgiveness in Christianity is vitally associated with confession.
The Bible stresses the importance of confession as the great essential to
the soul's health. Whether the confession is directed to divine forgive
ness, or human, both of these imply the disclosure of personal secrets and
hidden anxieties. Paul Johnson makes a worthy comment at this point:
When secrets are shared, they draw people together beneficially,
but a private secret has a descructive effect in alienating a person
from his community. Even more destructive are the secrets hidden
from oneself, inducing repressions that set up a war of tensions in
the deeper recesses of personality .25
In a person that does not reach out for forgiveness, the inner
pressure of anxious guilt and fear for divine retribution may build up
and cause extreme emotional illnesses. While the biblical meaning of
forgiveness is regarded to be the supernatural gift of God in which the
Infinite communicates with the finite in all His greatness of love and
grace, it is also a basic emotional need of man in terms of psychological
release. Hence, Luther highly praised the value of forgiveness and con
fession in his pastoral care of people. He pictured God as a loving,
forgiving One, in contrast to the righteous, indignant conception of
Romanism. On this basis he exhorted George Spenlein, "Learn to pray to
Him, and. . . say, 'Thou Lord Jesus art my righteousness, but I am Thy
sin. Thou hast taken upon Thyself what is mine and hast given to me
26
what is Thine. '
"
^^Paul Johnson, Pastoral Ministration (London, W.l: James Nisleet
& Company, 1955), P- 83.
^^Luther, Luther: Letters of Spiritual Counsel, p. 110.
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To Valentine Hausman who was in doubt about his salvation he stressed
the need of confession and inner release by the use of Scriptures. "You
shoTild fall upon your knees and cry out to heaven. You must pray powerfiilly,
27
cry out against your terror, and repeat the Lord's prayer in a loud voice."
Luther associated the concept of divine forgiveness consistantly
with the cross and the atonement. The cross was a dominant theme of
Luther's preachings and conversations. He referred to it frequently to
build up the assurance of salvation in people. To him, the suffering
servant Christ alone was "the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the
world." His Sermons on the Passion of Christ is a great substantiator of
this fact, which contains thirteen passion sermons featuring the crucifix-
28
ion events. He affirmed that an acceptance of the substitutionary
death of God's Son was the great fact that rid men of their inner conflicts
and anxieties caused by sin.
Healing and preaching . Another function of Luther's parish rela
tionship was the emphasis on the ministry to the sick. Jesus treated
healing as one of his major vocational duties. Luther saw also, in this
ministry of biblical nature, an expansion of social service by which he
accepted responsibility for the welfare of others. He was less concerned
29
with the question of "the intellectual dilemmas of religious miracles and
^
^"^Ibid., p. 121.
^^Luther, Sermons on the Passion of Christ (Translated by E. Smid;
Rock Island, Illinois: Augustana, 195^)?
Johnson, op. cit.? P� 198-
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natural laws." Paul Johnson explains:
Jesus employed more than natural means in his work, and we call
such events 'healing miracles.' The modern physician also performs
healing miracles in pushing back the natural to larger (supernatural)
dimensions of recovery. God works through secular as well as religious
channels .30
In Luther's counseling ministry, the conception of healing was out
standing in that he often appealed to the patient's desire to get well.
He tried to stir up in the patient's personality the positive factors of
courage and faith. He was careful to help eradicate fright. This is in
accordance with Carl Schindler's suggestion that "the minister's whole
effort must be concentrated upon the conquest of fear which threatens to
31
engulf the patient .
"
The casting out of fear was the first step of healing to Luther.
To his afflicted mother he wrote therefore, "He says 'Be of good cheer;
I have overcome the world.' Therefore, let us rejoice with all assurance
32
and gladness .
"
As an effective counselor and pastor, Luther was not content to
merely console the sick. He wrote to Elector Frederic on his sick-bed
in 1519:
We ought to do more than console your Lordship as much as we can.
Above all else we ought to pray God for your health and safety, and
I trust that your Lordship's subjects are doing this with all dili
gence and devotion. 33
This promotes the patient's desire to get well. When George
Spalatin fell sick, he expressed the same faith saying he was praying
3^Ibid. , p. 199.
3-^Carl Schindler, The Pastor as a Personal Counselor (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg, 19^2), p. 100
^^Luther, Luther: Letters of Spiritual Counsel, p. 3*+. IMd., p.
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for the Lord to "restore your health and preserve you longer -"^'^ His
letters to the sick are rich with scripture promises for healing and
appeals to good cheer. Occasionally he counseled ministers to cast out
demons
KFFECTrVE PREACHING METHODS AND EMPHASES
Extempore. Most of Luther's sermons were delivered extemporaneously;
the size of his responsibilities demanded it. In the year 1523 alone he
preached over a hundred and fifty sermons besides writing 2h treatises,
giving a series of lectures on Dueteronomy, translating the German
version of the Pentateuch and writing a hundred letters of counsel.
Being an experienced pastor, he was able to do this, and this enabled
him to make his messages personal and practical. He could not theorize
much because of the lack of time to prepare. The messages on the other
hand reflect personal convictions and defence of the truth applicable to
life situations. This does not mean however, that he had no preparation
whatsoever for his sermons.
He always prepared the general outline of his sermons and decided
upon the main theme. Furthermore, a. man who always lived in and
with the Bible, who prayed -so fervently and sincerely, who was con
stantly living in trials and temptations. . . that man would always
be prepared to preach. 37
3^Ibid. , p. 28. 35j^id., p. 29.
36
Grimm, op. cit., p. .93.
3'^Ibid. , pp. 96, 97.
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Pl^ect discourses. The extemporaneous method of delivery often
made use of "direct discourses" made up of conversations interjected to
show how he would have reacted in a certain situation. This gives Luther
the position of a practical psychologist whose main interest was to deal
with life situations of his parishioners. Such direct speeches are
abundant in the Bible. We note the discourses of Job and his friends,
homely dialogues between Jesus and his disciples, between Jesus and his
opponents, and between Paul and Agrippa. Luther may have been influenced
by the religious dramas of the Middle Ages at this point. He used plenty
of imagination in depicting the implied context behind the actual life
scenes. This method helped to simplify truths to the point of easy
comprehension as well as emotional persuasion.
Bainton in his work Luther Today devotes an entire chapter to
treat this subject of direct discourses, and gives ample illustrations.
On the passage found in Matthew's gospel, "ye are the light of the world,"'
Luther makes the following direct comment:
Christ here wishes to say, if you will be my preachers, you must
tak.e your stand before the world as on a high mountain. You must be
of good courage and openly claim without reserve. . . . You are
neither to hold your peace nor to speak of respect for any one. Since
you are a light, you are to shine without regard to honor or shame,
riches or poverty, hate or favor, death or life. Remember that you
are serving me, for it is I who have set you for a light.
^9
Matthew 5:1^
'Luther quoted by Bainton, Luther Today, p. 15-
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Didactic emphasis. The pastoral preaching of Luther was basically
of a didactic nature rather than inspirational. He highly esteemed the
instructional value of the scriptures; he treats such instructional texts
of the New Testament, especially of the epistles, verse by verse, giving
special attention. On Galatians 5:25 he comments in the following didactic
manner :
Therefore, if we live by the Spirit.- let us walk by the Spirit;
that is, let us preserve and make progress. This will happen if we
do not let the infirmity of the weak tempt us to disdain them and to
be pleased with ourselves. For this would be turning aside from
the Spirit, pleasing ourselves, and failing to serve others in love.
Going on to 5:26 he adds.
Let us have no self-conceit, no provoking of one another, no envy
of one another: Paul is explaining at great length what he had said.
'Then,' he says, 'you will be walking and advancing rightly by the
Spirit, if you who are strong do not become puffed up toward the
weak, do not take satisfaction in yourselves and pride yourselves
over against them because they are not like you, as the well-known
Pharisee glorified God in his conceit and poured shame on the tax
collector.
In textual treatment, Luther revolutionized the current methods of
medieval preaching. The traditional preacher used to follow the fourfold
method of interpretation which dealt in the literal, allegorical, moral
and anagogical meanings of the passage. The literal meaning dealt with
plain acts; the allegorical meaning with what we believe; the moral
1+2
treatment with what we do; and the anagogical, with what we hope. This
^�Ibid., p. 382.
^�^Tbid., p. 383.
^^Bainton, Luther Today, p. 62.
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method of interpretation had become too rigid, dry and monotonous in most
of the medieval pulpits. Luther was profoundly influenced by this system,
but he supplemented it with the prophetic- Christological application.
The Christological element in the scripture was to Luther the highest
insight in the interpretation of scriptures.
In his didactic treatment of texts, Luther also followed the
trails of Faber Stapulensis who maintained that understanding of the
Scriptures was not dependent on the historical survey, but on the inner
enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit is the source of all
divine enlightenment, for He guides Christians to all truth. The natural
man has no capacity to comprehend the spiritual things because they are
to be spiritually discerned. Hence the carnal mind remains blind to the
real message of the Word. St. Augustine shared the same sentiment.
Simplification. The German Reformer believed in repetition of
ideas in pastoral preaching. So one often comes across statements that
are repeated in sundry words of explanation toward simplification. He
believed that the pastor who wanted to be effective needed to be well
understood, for preaching without communication was not pastoral in nature,
Faber 's influence will be seen reflected in Luther's treatment of in
dividual passages and individual words in most of the lectures. As
Bainton maintains,
Luther was indebted to Faber for the explanation of many individual
passages. He uses no other commentator more often in Psalms and
Romans for the explanation of individual words, philological details
and references- to the original languages of scripture. ^
'Bainton, Luther Today, p. 66.
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In nearly all of his pastoral preachings on the epistles, we
find a good many ejqplanations of terms, often making comparisons and
contrasts with other versions. Such words as "justice," "confession"
and "fellowship" were explained and simplified in his sermons with great
kh
care. An effective means of simplification was by the use of imagery
and picturesque language. He made abundant use of proverbs and portrayals
of all kinds. This powerful art was used not merely to amuse people, but
to clarify outstanding ideas contained in the texts. Both Jesus and Paul
were forerunners of Luther with regard to this form of preaching. We
h5 h6
note parabolic illustrations such as "poison," "Lady Reason , "
hi h8
"bridegroom" and "call a spade a spade." The following is one of
the sentences typical of adornment. "For Moses, the old settler has
to yield and emigrate somewhere else when Christ, the new guest, comes
h9
into the new house to live there alone."
Another beautiful portrayal may be observed in the following
lines :
But just as happens in a garden where the suckers grow far higher
than the tree, fruit-bearing shoots, so it goes also in the garden
of the Church; these new saints, who grow out at the side and yet want
to be Christians and live from the sap of the tree, increase more
mightily than the true, old saints of the Christian faith, and die.
^Vrimm, o�. cit., pp. 108, IO9.
^^Luther, Luther's Works, Vol. 26, p. 137. ^^Ibid., Vol. 37, p. 210.
^'^Ibid., p. 137. ^^Ibid., p. Ih7. ^^Ibid., p. 152.
50'ibid. , p. 2I+7.
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Elaborating on godly wisdom he further explains the thought in
descriptive imagery,
The world wants to be cheated. If you want to catch many robins
or other birds, you must put an owl 'on the trap or lime-road and you
will get them. So when the devil wants to catch Christians, he has
to set up a monk's cowl or, as Christ call it, a sour, hypocritical
face, then, we wonder more at these owls than at the true sufferings,
blood, wounds, death and resurrection, endured because of our sin,
which we see and hear in Christ o\ir Lord. 51
Thus Luther sought to be persuasive and helpful in all his pastoral
preaching experiences.
Ibid. , pp. 2h7, 2k8.
CHAPTER VI
LUTHER AND THE MINISTRY OF COUNSELING
A vital aspect of Luther's ministry was that of counseling. His
concern for people as a counselor was unique. Numerous men surrounded
him seeking help, desiring to pour out the anguish of their souls in a
verhal release of coimnunication. People with bvirdened consciences,
guilty memories and anxiety-ridden hearts constantly looked for an occasion
of conversing with the reputed leader, or for the opportunity of receiving
a letter of counsel from him. Luther was careful to balance his ministry
to the crowds with the service to individuals.
Coxmseling was an essential part of the great reformer's vocation.
With his fundamental emphasis on the Augustinian concept of divine love
and grace, over against the meritorial emphases of medieval scholasticism,
Luther held high the torches of genuine Christian values."^ This accent
on love dominated his entire life and theology, making an effective con
tribution to the counseling ministry. Thus his coiinseling method was
people- centered, in contrast with the creed-centered methods that were
prevalent in medieval Christian ministry. Here Luther had made a great
discovery of excellence, which, several centuries later, the psychologists
and men of learning were to rediscover as the great principle of healthy
human relationship.
Preserved Smith, The Life and Letters of Martin Luther (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 191117 P- 25-
9^^
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS RELATIVE TO COUNSELING
The Reformation definitely brought a new emphasis in pastoral
counseling. The identity of the pastor in the protestant environment
is, to a great extent different from that of the Catholic priest.
Family values. First of all, as the father of a family in his
personal marital relationship, the pastor has the opportunity of under-
2
standing human behavior. The Catholic priest however with his
allegiance to strict celebacy, may have the chance of moving in a large
society, but still misses a great practical knowledge of the vital
social role of family relationship. When Luther rediscovered the idea
of the parental and the personal obligations of the religious leader,
by refuting the celibacy doctrine, he was actually introducing a
psychologically important concept.
Luther ' s approach to marriage and the family was liberal and
pleasant in contrast to the pessimistic seriousness with which the
average monk in his day had viewed the same.
Brotherly versus fatherly. The Catholic priest tends to fulfill a
relationship of parental concern with his parishioner. This is implied
in the very definitions of the Roman ministry. In contrast to it, the
Wayne E. Gates, Protestant Pastoral Counseling (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, n.d.), p. l4l.
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Protestant leader since Luther, has tried to get away from the
"'greatman' theory of leadership. More advanced and psychological
understanding of society coincides with this group theory prevalent in
Protestant Christianity. The patriarchal, priestly and parental concepts
of leadership seem too undergrown for the present enlightened age.
Certainly this is to be viewed in the light of the scriptural injunction.'
"Rather let the greatest among you become as the youngest, and the leader
as one who serves."^
A sinner working with sinners . In this common brotherhood under
standing of Protestant leadership, Luther shrank from the thought of the
priestly prerogative to forgive sins. He refused to think of himself
or of his associate monks, or even of the Pope, as having the power to
remit sins. He would rather admit that he was a sinner in need of for
giveness himself, and as such was partaker of the same passions with the
parishioners. Thus, placing himself basically in the position of the
layman, the minister is able to create a vital relationship of brother
hood at the base, from where mutual help can be derived in the working out
of daily problems of life. But when the relationship at the base is
imperfect and unbalanced in attitudes, there is no solid foundation to
Ibid.
Luke, 22:26.
Gates, 0�. cit., pp. 1^+2, 1^3.
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build upon, the claims of forgiveness is therefore offered to nonreceptive
channels .
It-Martin Luther, Saint and Sinner,",6 in the words of Theodore
Kleinhans, appropriately pictures the true protestant concept of pastoralia
as represented in the great reformer. Luther universally applied this
phrase both to himself and other ministers. He did not permit any loose
ideas of pastoral superiority to associate themselves with his office,
for he was always conscious that he was just a sinner saved by grace. This
sense of humility is the great heritage of the protestant ministry, and
helps the pastor to identify himself with the laymen in his parish, and
to enter into vital problem- solving relationship with them.
The whole question of indulgence is a demonstration of this truth.
Through this invention, the pope had asserted his power to free men from
future punishment and their souls from purgatory. This assertion was
the target of the reformer's attack. The theses that were subsequently
posted on the door of the Wittenberg Church questioned the supposition in
the following expression:
The Pope does not wish, nor is he able to remit any penalty except
what he or the canon law has imposed. . . . Therefore those preachers
of indulgences err who say that a papal pardon frees a man from ail
penalty and assures him salvation. . . . Every Christian truly
repentant has full remission of guilt and penalty even without letters
of pardon.'^
Theodore Kleinhans, Martin Luther, Saint and Sinner (St. Louis, Mo.:
Concordia, 1956), p. 139-
"^Smith, o�. cit., pp. kO-kS.
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Freedom vs. authoritarianism. This originality of freedom in the
pastoral interpretation by Luther, was partly due to the fact that he
was influenced by Augustine's and Aquinas' views of religion. Legalism
and authoritarianism were the two dominant elements, of the church against
which Luther worked. He fulfills, in the words of Edgar Carlson, "the
Augustinian Thomist line of Christianity. Both Augustine and Aquinas
stressed the theology of grace; and Aquinas explained the sacraments, as
Q
the means of grace." However, there was the possibility of seeing in
Thomas also a supporter of authoritarianism, because he represented the
church as the custodian of the sacraments and as the agent who determines
who the beneficiaries of grace are* But Luther builds on the positive
aspect of the "Augustinian-Thomist " theology, with vitally original
contributions. He finds in God a universal, loving, gracious Father,
and in the Church a magnificent and spontaneous brotherhood. This
brotherhood eliminates all fear of bondage, and grants the Christian the
Spirit of freedom.
Luther, in expounding the freedom of the Christian in all its
magnitude, nevertheless was faithful to base the source of all external
liberty on the controlling factor of God's grace. On this point he
sharply contended with Erasmus. The Bondage of the Will is an exhaustive
study of the subject in question. On the undue emphasis of freedom in
^Edgar Caiison, The Reinterpretation of Luther (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 19^8), p. 153-
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salvation he commented, "The term free will is too grandiose and
Q
comprehensive and foulsome."^ Thus the freedom that Luther argues for,
is a legitimate, divinely-controlled, constructive liberation from
legalistic, cynical bondage to authoritarianism. That is the reason
why he ridicules Erasmus in his treatment of the question of free will
and exclaims: "0 excellently free will, which has lost its freedom,
and is declared by Erasmus himself to be the slave of sinl""'"'^
LUTHER'S mumLC TRAITS RELATIVE TO COUNSELING
Interest in people. Luther's personal interest in people was
among the most outstanding of his dynamic traits as a counselor. Theodore
Tappert made a worthy effort when he selected a large number of the
personal letters of Luther and edited them in English. A quick survey
of Tappert 's classification of these letters gives us an insight into
this nohle attribute of the reformer's personality. Among the outstand
ing letters are those addressed to comfort the sick and dying, to cheer
the despondent, to instruct the doubting, to interceed in behalf of those
with political involvements, to advise the victims of famine and epidemics,
to co\msel marital partners with problems, and to admonish clergymen in
conflicts."^"'" Luther pourfe out his very heart in this correspondence of a
^Martin Luther, Bondage of the Will (Translated by J. I. Packer;
New York: Revell, 1957), P- 105-
�'-^Ibid., p. lh6
�'"�4:heodore Tappert , Luther: Letters of Spiritual Counsel
(Philadelphia: Westminster, n.d.), p. 13-
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personal nature; and it is easy to see how great an interest he took in
the solving of prohlems connected with his friends and parishioners.
To Luther, a concern for individuals was part and parcel of
theology. The hundreds of hooks, the commentaries, the recorded
discourses, and a mviltiplicity of his personal letters contain evidence
to the fact that he was a great lover of men.
Very often the question has been asked: "Are persons to be given
priority rather than principles?" Modern psychotherapy has placed a
tremendous emphasis on persons, in which the therapist tries to identify
himself with the counselee to the extent of mutual self-discovery and
12
problem solving. Is this wrong? We should remember that principles
are related to people; each law and injunction has its function within
society; so these principles within the human realm can be communicated
only to those who are prepared to accept the same. Hence a person to
person relationship helps in making individuals objective-minded, by
which, principles can be respected. In this way, neither persons nor
principles are ignored.
In psychotherapy the phrase "a helping relationship" is frequently
used. It implies, in the words of McGowan, "a relationship in which at
least one of the parties has the intent of promoting the growth, development,
maturity, improved functioning, and improved coping with the life of the
other. "^3
�"�^John McGowen and others. Counseling: Readings in Theory and
Practice (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winster, 1962), p. 110.
-^^Ibid. , p. 215.
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The personal letters as well as the counseling hours of Luther
are a demonstration of such a helping relationship. In his vocational,
personal and ecclesiastical counselings, he sought to have the promotion
of "growth" as the goal. He had a timely word of cheer for everyone.
To the Christians in Wittenberg he wrote as follows,
I sent you this psalm, dear friends, for your consolation and
instruction according to St. Paul's precept, 'speaking to yourselves
in psalms and hymns. . . . Therefore take comfort and remain
steadfast. Do not he alarmed by the raging of the' godless. '1^
In building this relationship, the Reformer was most sensitive
to human frailty. He identified himself readily with the weaknesses
of other men. In counseling Schlaginhauffen he said.
Our God is a God of the humble. He says, 'My strength is made
perfect in weakness (ll Cor. 12:9) � If w'e were not weak we should
become too proud. He can manifest His power only in weakness.
For the smoking flax He will not quench. 15
His method of building self-confidence in people is exemplified
in the following portion of his letter to a lady:
Certainly it was not Christ who put into your mind the notion that
you belong to the devil, for Christ died in order that those who belong
to the devil may be released from his power- Therefore, do this:
Spit on the devil and say: 'Have I sinned? Well, I have sinned and
I am sorry. . . . Begone devil, for I am absolved.
'1�
Understanding attitudes. The masculine attributes of revolution
and power in Luther blended so harmoniously with "the feminine qualities"
�'"Vartin Luther, ^he Letters of Martin Luther (Translated by M.
Currie; London: Macmillan, 1908), p. 85.
15,
'ibid., p. 102
Tappert, op. cit. , p. 87.
16,
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of a counselor. Richard Far son proves these are essential to effective
gentle, loving and dependent attitudes are more of . value in relationships,
than the masculine role of clever, independent, tough and rough attitudes.
Luther was tender when he wrote Bartholomew Staremherg at the death of
his wife employing such remarks as: "Give God what is His"; "Instead
of a tender wife, you have a tender, dear will of God"; "Engage in
18
such an exchange with God"; and "Christ enlighten and strengthen you."
In comforting Johi Schwanhausen who" was dismissed from clerical office on
account of evangelicalism, he said: "Advance boldly, dear brother. . . .
But why should I comfort one who is stronger than I am?" Here we note
the loving, dependent attitudes of the great leader.
Approachability. Tappert speaks of George Spalatin who was
personal assistant to the Elector Frederic of Saxony of the 15th
century.
�'�^ Luther was on good terms with Spalatin and made use of his
friendship to rescue a fisherman in trouble. The fisherman in question
had invaded waters which were reserved for the use of the prince of
Saxony, unintentionally, and was penalized by the tax-collectors. Knowing
Luther to be a man of influence, approachability and sympathy, the accused
counseling.
17
What Farson suggests is that the feminine role of tender,
17.McGowan, 0�. cit . , p. ^+3.
^Tappert, o�. cit., pp. 5^? 55-18,
19.Ibid. , p. 171.
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man approached him. Thereupon Luther unhesitatingly made an appeal of
intercession through George Spalatin who had influence over the prince,
requesting that the poor man he not deprived of his living, and that his
punishment he lightened. Tappert edits not less than seventeen letters
of intercession similarly written by Luther pleading for the safety of
various men in trouble. This well subscribes to the approachable
nature of Luther for men around him in difficult circumstances.
Awareness of personal limitation. No true counselor ever claims
the power for solution of problems as being inherent in himself. The
parishioner often comes to the pastor, hoping that he could find all
the answers from the counseling leader. As such, it is easy for the
pastor to assume a position of authority and loftiness. Luther was
the last man to do so. He wrote to Jerome Nopus in July, 1531: "Pray
20
for me, for I am weak." In writing to the clergy of Lueback he
made a low evaluation of himself, saying.
Although we believe it to be unnecessary that you be admonished by
us, we nevertheless request and exhort you with godly solicitude
that you do not begin with innovations in rites.^-'-
Even when addressing Pope Leo X in the heat of the indulgence
controversy, Luther is open and aware of personal limitations as he
penned, "I who am untaught, stupid and destitute of learning, before an
22
age so fertile in literary genius. . . .
^^Ibid. , p. 300.
^�4bid., p. 296.
22
'Preserved Smith, Life and Letters of Luther , p. 73 �
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At the close of his counseling to the Christians in Riga, Tallin,
and Tartu, he concludes expressing .the same limitation.
I hope that you will accept this exhortation from me, dear brethren,
for although you know these things already and do not need to hear
them from me, I am yet in duty bound to care for and serve you even
in mnecessary things. ^3
With his close friend Melacthon Luther often shared his feelings of
inadequacy, confessing how he had become a prey to the tempter, and that
he needed others' prayer for support.
Sense of humor. There are great resources in humor, and Luther
made use of it frequently on appropriate occasions, especially to cheer
up the anxious and down-hearted. Rather than using plain humor, he often
chose to adopt wit and wisdom in his conversations, applying the same
to practical causes. This was due to his deep insight into the ills
and problems of men. When a certain Mrs. Agricola was ill at Wittenberg
he remarked that the illness was more of a spiritual nature than physical.
He perceived that she would be well if a happy spiritual environment
was provided. He asked Jerome Wellore to joke and play games with his
wife and others as a measure to gain courage. In a table talk he
25
hvimorously asks men everywhere to "eat, drink and enjoy themselves."
On another occasion he wrote: "This is in accord with the saying good
23
Tappert, 0�. cit. , p. 197-
2h
Ibid., p. 73.
-^Ibid. , p. 88.
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cheer is half the battle,' and 'a merry heart doeth good like a medicine
, ..26
^^de range of knowledge . Luther had a wide range of knowledge;
and this is one way by which he was able to be of service to those who
approached him for counsel from all walks of life. His boyhood and
student life had laid the foundation for this. Smith characterizes
him as "the industrious bright boy" at Erfurt University persuing the
course of studies in "logic, dialectic, grammar, rhetoric, followed by
arithmetic, various natural sciences, ethics, and metaphysics . "^''^
Medieval scholasticism and the Renaissence had no doubt made their
contribution to Luther's student life. Having received his Bachelor
of Arts in 1502, and Master of Arts in 1505, he capably ventured into
intensive work as professor of divinity at Wittenberg in 1511. When in
1512 he took his Doctor of Divinity degree, he was thoroughly prepared
for the work which was ahead of him. Luther's wide range of knowledge
had enabled him to revise his schools' curriculum, and to question the
28
Platonic and aristotalian thinking that affected the current theology.
Soon he gained reputation for excellence in wisdom. His powers of
reasoning and the ability to convince men were remarkable. Knowledge
combined with love worked great results in the pastoral ministry.
p6
Ibid. , -p. 99-
27
Smith, o�. cit. , p. 5'
^^Ibid. , p. 26.
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Ability to keep confidences. As a counselor, Luther was
trustworthy; for people came to him with secret problems which were to
be held confidential. Monks and nuns involved in questions of sex and
marriage freely came to him for guidance. When the monks in the
Wittenberg Monastery left, abandoning their vows of celibacy, great
conflicts were in evidence and Luther's role as a confidential counselor
became outstanding. Tappert quotes the German text which refers to the
period between 1523 and 1524 when a large number of nuns left convents
in the same way. They sought the reformer's counsel and Luther plainly
wrote that among women "one in several thousands" may have the grace
to live chastely in a state of virginity.
LUTHER'S COUNSELING STYLE AND MODERN APPROACHES
Modern styles of counseling. Is it possible to categorize Luther
under any of the modern styles such as Freudian, directive, or Rogerian?
But before answering this question let us find out if modern trends
actually insist on any particular style as being imperative in counseling
relationships. McGowan states.
There now seems to be a sufficient body of research evidence
available to support the idea that it is better for the counselor
to fit a technique to his own natural response style rather than
trying to fit his natural response style to a technique. 31
29,Tappert, o�. cit., p. 258.
3�rbid., p. 271.
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McGowan at this point supports Julius Seeman who in his study of
the differences of counselors' styles, arrived at the conclusion that no
real difference in the reactions of the counselee was in evidence
agreeing with the difference in the counselor's style.
Skill, rather than style is therefore emphasized in many psychological
schools of counseling. To further reinforce this thought, McGowan draws
on F. E. Fiedler, who discovered through his studies that expert and
skillful counselors with differences in styles, create a more effective
relationship than non-experts. He clarified that this skill consisted
of the co\inselor's ability to understand the client well and communicate
with him or her to the extent that he becomes fully aware of the
emotional distance existing between the two.
If this is so, Luther need not be categorized under any one of
these modern styles of counseling. As we observed in the early section,
his counseling skill embraced a variety of styles varying among Freudian,
Rogerian and directive. When he counseled Jonas Stockhausen not to
3k
struggle against his thoughts, he sounded Fruedian. He was safeguarding
against dangerous repressions. In urging Bernard Doelen, the anxious man,
35
to come and see him for conversing, Luther was giving him a chance to
talk out of his heart freely; and so here again we detect Freudian elements
of the opening up of the unconscious mind.
3-SlcGowan, o�. ext., p. 3&^' ^^Ibid.. p. 370. ^^Ibxd.
3^Tappert, o�. cit., p. 90. ^^Ibid.
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Rogerian emphasis of helping relationship which would involve
personality growth also had associations in Luther's style. Luther;
^^^"^^^^ 2I Spiritual Counsel edited hy Theodore Tappert as a whole deals
with a large number of personal relationships in which Luther's concern
for 'helping relationship and personality growth' is vividly exemplified.
Directive method of co-unseling in which not all responsibility is
placed on the counselee himself, has also played its part in Luther
while it is to be admitted that the non-directive method has become more
widely accepted in our day, nevertheless we cannot deny the implications
of Luther's great success in interpersonal relationships. At times he
appeared to be authoritarian in his advices; but his skill in handling
such situations often supported his style. As Melanchthon comments on
this problem, he brings an appropriate explanation. "If he showed any
great severity in combating the enemies of the true doctrine, it was from
37
no malignity of nature, but from ardor and enthusiasm for the truth."
People are so varied in their nature and background, that a
counselor cannot produce a helping relationship if he does not adapt his
style to appeal to the particiilar individual he deals with. The following
extract from Henry Hupfeld, with regard to the variety of human experiences
is striking:
3^Ibid. , p. 225.
3'^Charles Stout, Scenes in Luther ' s Life (Philadelphia; American
Baptist, 1848), p. 208.
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Erasmus, thou^ a native of Rotterdam had such an aversion to fish,
that the smell of it threw him into a fever. A lady, a native of
France, always fainted on seeing boiled lobsters. . . . ULADISLAUS,
King of Poland could never bear to see an apple. If an apple was
shown to Chesne, Secretary to Francis I, he bled at the nose. A
gentleman in the court of the Emperor Ferdiland would bleed at the
nose on hearing the mewing of a cat, however great the distance might
be from him. Henry III of France, could never sit in a room with
a cat. . . . M. Vangeheim, a great huntsman in Hanover, would faint,
or, if he hadgSufficient time, would run away at the sight of a
roasted pig.
His communication dynamics. E. G. Williamson agrees with Rogers in
his view that the most effective way to establish a communicating
relationship is as follows: "If I commianicate to him (client) by any
mode that I care about him as an individual, then it is assumed that
39he will communicate self. . . ."
This was a great secret Luther had discovered. Throughout his
pastoral ministry, he caused people to realize that he did care for
them as individuals. Basing his argument that every Christian is a
priest, on the Bible, he respected the worth of personalities. As a
result, men and women responded to his communication, and freely
communicated back. He employed terms of great affection to friends in
speaking, and expressed deep concern over delayed communication. Once
he wrote to Melanchthon, "Had your letters not come the evening they did,
I woxild have sent a messenger at my own expense to find out whether you
40
were dead or alive."
�^^Hupfeld, Henry, Encyclopedia of mt and Wisdom (Philadelphia:
David McKay, 1897), p. 65.
�^^McGowan, 0�. cit. , p. 65.
^Martin Luther, Letters of Martin Luther, p. 225.
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To another friend in anxiety he wrote, "If I hear you are still
desponding, I shall scarcely be able to prevent myself hurrying to you
to see how dreadful it is to be in the fangs of the devil. . . . "^^
Non-verbal communication. Luther as a counselor was also aware of
the non-verbal field of communication, in which there is a great mass of
hidden thoughts and feelings occurring beyond the scope of language. As
we go through some of his interviews with people, we learn how he became
sensitive to people's intuition, gestures, peculiar dress, gaiety moods,
mannerisms of persons, the color of one's eyes, movements of the eyes,
the pitch of voice, variations of pauses and several other factors of
this nature.
A frank observation. While Erik Erikson' s analysis of Luther's
boyhood days, in psycho-analytical approach is probably too sharp, it
throws some light on our understanding of the rugged elements of
42
Luther's style of co\inseling. There is no getting away from the fact
that there were imperfections, and he was not angelic by any means. His
tone seemed rough and bad-tempered at times. The Luther parents were
strict disciplinarians against whom Luther reacted with animosity in
repressed forms. Erikson illustrates this by the instances when young
Martin was whipped by the father and caned by mother for childish
41
Ibid.
42
hhld.
Erikson, Young Man Luther , p. 64.
^3.
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misbehavioux, such as "stealing a nut."^^ ^^^^^ discipline resulted
in suppressed emotional conflicts; and "he did hate him (father) under
neath," in Erikson's words, which created in him later an "ability to
hate quickly and persistently."^^ In disciplinary functions- this con
tributed a good in the leader's later life and was important in his
ministry of counseling.
However, the positive forces of his work had been so lasting, that
his supporters became more numerous than enemies toward the closing days
of his life. Apart from the countless men and women who rallied around
the Reformation banner all over Eiirope, Luther lived to see a number of
outstanding leaders who emerged out of the relationship of his counseling
ministry, and who looked upon him as their revered teacher. Kleinhans
lists first among them Philip Melanchthon who "in some ways was greater
than his master." The first five martyrs who were burned by Charles
V at Antwerp were Luther's disciples from Wetherlands. Carlstadt, Tarel,
Beza, Calvin, Knox and Zwingli were among those who received their
greatest influence from our hero. Of special mention is Zwingli, who
shared the same spirit of enterprise with Luther but his positions were
"more deliberately taken. . . but with no less effect."
�^Ibid.
hh r
Ibid. , p. 65.
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Kleinhans, o�. cit., p. 120.
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Ibid. , p. 123.
hi
Stout, o�. cit. , p. 235'
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THE COUNSEL0R-LIBERA.TOR
In the original plan of God, man's great asset was liberty.
God spoke to the first man: "Subdue the earth, and have DOMINION over
tne . . , earth." William Hallraan in his wortlry book, Luther the
Liberator discusses the whole aspect of the Reformation as a liberation
attempt undertaken by Luther, against the enslaving, sickening
ecclesiasticism of the Middle Ages.^
He liberated human conscience, that was bound by anxiety and guilt
and looked for a distorted release in the purchase of the indulgences.
Luther liberated a church that was enslaved by ecclesiastical author
itarianism and nuerosis-developing fear of man. He freed civilization which
had been shocked vjith the exploitation of the middle class by the higher:
he liberated the home in giving a new emancipating meaning of marriage
and parenthood. He provided a measure of freedom in politics. Luther
denounced the papal raonarchs who identified in themselves the political
as well as ecclesiastical rulership, even as Alexander VI claimed: "Now
I am pope, now I can rule the world.
"^^ He influenced the men of Europe
to render their due separately to both church and politics, thus giving
European politics a new appreciation for the state. Religious liberty
"51
paved the way for political liberty.-^ Counseling always assumes a
Genesis 1:28-30.
^^William Hallman, Luther the Liberator (Milwaukee: Northwestern,
1919), pp. 7-65.
^�Ibid. , p. 69. -^^Ibid. , p. 62.
psychological climate that has some freedom.
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^^e^t^. and Luther . As liberators, Luther and Freud may be viewed
together especially in the field of counseling. Both of these were out
standing in their respective ages: Luther, representing the age of
faith, and Freud, that of reason. They both attempted to discover the
potentials of man's inner freedom; both investigated the conflicts of
the mind introspectively. The worth and dignity of individuals had been
of great concern to both. Luther's emphasis resulted in "justification
by faith," Freud's in psychoanalysis. As their fundamental issues.
are similar, the resultant methods can supplement each other. While
Freud's psychoanalytic methods of human liberation and health deal with
enslaving mental problems such as anxiety, frustration, and repressions;
Luther's concept of freedom and salvation deal with the same problems'
in a broader spiritual perspective.
Erikson's comment at this point is noteworthy:
Luther limited our knowledge of God to our individual experience of
temptation and our identification in prayer with the passion. of God's
Son .... Freud made it clear that the structure of inner "konflict"
(Zic), made conscious by psychoanalysis and recognized as universal for
any and all, is all we can know of ourselves; yet it is a knowledge
inescapable and indispensable .
In Freud, the great principle was "the knowledge of oneself." In
Luther it was "the knowledge of oneself in God." To Freud, the introspec
tion of inner conflicts pointed to the analyzing of one's personal self
^^Erikson, 0�. cit., p. 253'
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m the light of its conscious and unconscious factors; and being a skeptic
he did not see a greater meaning in life. Luther, on the other hand did
not see the solving of inner conflicts and the understanding of oneself
as ends in themselves, in as much as he understood this concept, but
interpreted the same in the light of man's relationship with God. To
him therefore, life was of greater meaning.
The prophetic role. It was in this vital role that Luther acted
with the coiirage of a prophet. He was not only a tender, sympathetic
shepherd of the flock but also an heroic prophet of Christendom. He
indeed exemplified a pastoral leadership that revolutionizes, agitates,
and emancipates. He despised the complacent leaders who kept compromising
their mission by a consistant silence all through life. The prophetic
voice of the pastor resounds through the society against the sickening,
enslaving trends of the time. With keen insight he foresees social
evils that his group is headed for; he communicates to men unpopular
truths with dynamic authority and moral persuasion. In this way, as
Jackson of Columbia University points out, he offers his group a positive
t53
message unto "social salvation."
This was true of this great Reformer for he did not advise men to
simply make adjustments to a corrupt society, but challenged them to face
^^Edgar Jackson, The Pastor and His People (Manhasset, New York:
Channel Press, 1963), p. 208.
Ilk
the destructive forces, seeking a social order of freedom and love. He
counseled his men to be ready "to meet the angry engine of the mightiest
institution in the world. "^^
Liberty and Salvation. Salvation and liberty were almost
inseparable to Luther. He undertook to write at length on this topic.
His pamphlet. On the Liberty of the Christian Man, is a typical com
position, which opens with these meaningful words: "A Christian man
is the most free lord of all, subject to none. A Christian man is the
dutiful servant of all, subject to everyone."
This Luther actually reproduced from Paul who earlier had
remarked: "For though I am free from all men, I have made myself a
55slave to all. ..." Hence true liberty in his mind was a noble
spontaneity of love-relationships in society which will be dutiful, and
yet will not be exploited by the unnatural, legalistic, authoritarian
demands of the moralists.
This liberty relationship in religion has a great relaxation effect,
in that it counsels men to be themselves, and to resort to "self-control"
freedom from external control. It gives man a new ideal for the guidance
of life. At one time Luther himself felt the awful slavery of saying the
canonical prayers. In the year 1520, he was busily engaged in the writing
5h ,Ernest Rupp, Luther ' s Progress to the Diet of Worms, p. 60.
^^1 Corinthians 9:19.
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ministry so that for a whole week he coiild not say the ritual prayers;
then toward Saturday of the week, he made up for the missed time, and
spent the whole day saj'-ing one prayer after another so that he could not
even eat; soon he was exhausted and sleepless, and had to take sleeping
powder. From then on he left the binding habit, and cared only for the
spontaneous prayers.
In this way we find Luther as a great counselor - liberator, who
by the power of his communication dynamics freed men aid women from the
sickening, enslaving ecclesiasticism of the dark ages of the church.
He is truly an example for present-day ministers in the field of helpful
counseling.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The major purpose of this work has been to point out the fundamental
and dynamic conceptions of Luther in the pastoral ministry. It does not ,
claim to present the totality of his concept of pastoral care.
We first began s-urveying the field of pastoral care with regard
to inner spiritual conflicts. The soul-crises that received Luther's
attention in his ministry included multiple spiritual problems, beginning
with the conversion conflicts on through the experience of sanctification.
We noted that such factors as excessive guilt, repressions, and inhibitiotis
constitute the soul-crisis; and his special ministry to people involved
in such conditions was outstanding.
We proceeded to examine the comprehensiveness of the Reformer's
pastoral concept in terms of his doctrine of priesthood. We observed
his major contentions against the Roman claims of hierarchy, which
evalated the position of the pastor to an unduly aristocratic status.
The extravagant claims have been made, quite clear through an analysis
of the seven marks of priesthood which Luther stood for. We saw that
this was a revolutionary interpretation in the medieval system of theology;
that it engulfed the great distances between the clergy and the layman,
in the fvuLfilraent of the divine commission to preach. All believers are
priests in status, but the ministers are only different in their vocation.
Our next discussion centered around the teaching of Luther regarding
the inner mystical and devotional resources of the ministry. The mystical
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background of the German reformer qualified him to interpret this
aspect of the pastoral vocation capably. His viewpoint seems to be a
balanced emphasis on both the mystical and missionary motivation of the
pastoral ministry. He did not stress the need of a mystical passivity
at the expense of missionary and paatbral activity. However, it is
important to see that he did stand for positive mysticism, and regarded
the same to be essential to an effective shepherding of the Christian
flock.
We went on to examine the great leader ' s ideas on pastoral
preaching. We noted that he had himself been reputed for great preaching
abilities very early in his ministry at Wittenberg; and so he regarded
the means of preaching as an effective way of moving people into action;
to him, every pastoral sermon was a form of group-counseling. He
combined the excellence of sacred eloquence with the individual concern
of pastoral care. The emphasis he gave to values, and to fundamental
biblical resources is of special interest in all his sermons. He regarded
these to be essential to a vital pastoral ministry. Let us not forget at
this point that this particular chapter is not concerned with the
preaching of Luther in general; on the other hand, it only deals with those
special emphases Luther placed in his messages when he addressed his own
parishioners .
Chapter five is a discussion on the Lutheran viewpoint of the
counseling ministry. The reformation's contribution to the ministry of
counseling has been dealt with, and special reference has been made to
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maxital values in the protestant ministry, the concept of brotherhood.
We noted Luther's dynamic traits relative to counseling, such as respect
for and interest in individuals, sincerity, good judgment, approachability
and the like. It was also observed that in the light of modern psychological
insights, Luther's counseling style had been practical and conducive to
growth. The counseling ministry of Luther had the major purpose of
bringing about liberation from spiritual, mental, and physical bondage.
As we think of the medieval church era, when the church had drifted
away from the simplicity of the New. Testament pattern, we come to
appreciate Luther's concepts deeply. The ecclesiastical traditions of the
day were hard and legalistic, and it was indeed difficult for Luther
to go against the currents. Several of these concepts are familiar to
chvirch men of the present century, but not to all. Catholicism with its
sweeping influence around the world still struggles to suppress such
independent and original thinking.
On the other hand, many thoughtful men believe that free thinking
and higher criticism have carried this independent spirit too far; to
rationalists, the pastoral vocation is characterized by a rebellion
toward traditionalism. To them., psychology �ften is the substitute for
the pastoral epistles. Luther calls us to a middle position where neither
biblical traditionalism nor independent thinking will have to be renounced.
Luther's concept of the pastoral ministry tends to bring the two together
into a harmonious blending. He stands to represent an authoritative
ministry without . authoritarianism; a ministry of soul-cixre without
domination; a ministry of priesthood without sacerdotalism; a ministry
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of the spiritual world without heing other-worldly; a ministry of
preaching without crowd-preoccupation; and a ministry of person-centered
counseling without compromising non-directiveness. The influence of
Luther's conceptions of pastoral care. shall doubtless continue to activate
ministers to effective steps of shepherding. His concepts have a high
contemporary relevance.
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